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Reports From Seven Lakes Field Former Partner of Sir Thomas Visits ConstitutionalConvention Berger Wants Government to Throne Decides on Solution of How These Democratic
and Goes to Akron, His
Indicate That Oil Will
Lipton Worked in Trinidad
Take Over Railroads and
Difficulties That Will Assure
Seem to Love Each
Be Struck.
Coal Mines.
Last StopPeace.
Telegraph.
Other.

intense.

TAFT IS THE MAN

Leroy O. Moore, chief field division
of the general land office, returned
yesterday from an ollicial trip to
Washington, D. C. It is his opinion
that Taft will get the nomination if
political gossips in the capital have
the right information.
McNabb out on bail.
Edward McNabb, who was convicted
last June of killing a traveling man
at Vaughn whom he believed to be intimate with his wife, was this morning
admitted to bail by Judge John R.
McNabb
McFie in the district court.
had been sentenced to hang but the
Supreme Court reversed the district
court and demanded the case for new
trial. McNabb was admitted to bail
on habeas corpus proceeding.
TREASURER'S

RECEIPTS.

The following sums of money were
received yesterday in the office of the
state treasurer, O. N. Marron; Charles
D. Miller, state engineer, on account
of stream gauging fund, $140; Cleofas
Romero, superintendent of the State
Penitentiary, permanent improvement

fund, $1,000; convicts earnings, $307. 2s
Thomas P. Gable, game protection
fund, $1.25; Miscellaneous fees forcer-tificat- e
from state treasurer's office,
$2.00
SUPREME COURT.

The State Supreme Court met this
morning at the capitol, but adjourned
without transacting any business,
until 10 o'clock Monday morning. A
number of cases were set for hearing
today but the attorneys failed to appear.
INCORPORATIONS

Standard Grocery Company,
of 128 South First street, Raton, Colfax county filed papers of incorporations yesterday with the corporation
commission. The new concern expects
to engage in general merchandising.
The capital, all of which is to be paid
up at the time of the issuing of the
stock certificates, is $25,000, divided
into 200 shares worth $100 a share.
The incorporators and stockholders,
all of whom are directors, are as
follows, Charles Remsberg, 230 shares,
Raton; John E. Southwell, 10 shares,
Raton and Earl N. Boule, 10 shares,
Raton.
The

BILL INTRODUCED BY CURRY.

Congressman Curry introduced in
the House a bill giving to the new
State all the furniture, furnishings,
typewriters, law books, etc., now the
property of the United States that
were used by the

territorial

officials
at the Capitol and elsewhere. The
bill was referred to the Committee on

Territories.

(By Special Leased Wire to N'w Mextcan)
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 31. James
Boyd, one time millionaire tea merchant of Glasgow, Scotland, and business partner of Thomas Lipton,
world renowned yacht racer, was buried here today by a local charitable
association told a tragic story on his
death bed attributing his failure to
the actions of his wife whom he said
began a dissolute life soon after their
marriage. To bury his trouble he
first went to Africa where he became
still richer. He returned to England and failing to become reconciled with his wife, gave her his fortune. He
came to this section
and buried his past in the coal mines
of this district where he worked for
years. He had been in destitute circumstances for years. He died yesterday, in the pauper ward of the
local hospital.

(By Special Leased 'Wire to Tew Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 31. Pleased
with his reception in his home state,
President Taft will end his three days
trip to Ohio tonight at Akron, where
he will address the chamber of commerce. According to Republican National Committeeman A. I. Voryes of
Ohio, the President will go back to
Washington with assurances from a
majority of Republican leaders that
the state delegation to the Republican
national convention at Chicago will
be for him.
The President's program
for his
last day in Ohio was not strenuous,
and was such as to give his sore
throat a chance to heal before he
gets back to the capital.
Meets With Republican Editors.
His list of engagements in Columbus included a meeting of Republican
editors and a visit to the Ohio conFATAL PANIC IN CATHEDRAL
stitutional convention. He is due to
AT MONTEREY, MEXICO. leave for Akron this afternoon and
after his speech there tonight will
Wedding Decorations Set on Fire and start for Washington about midnight.
Old Eli.
Woman Was Trampled to Death
The President breakfasted with the
in Ensuing Rush.
local Yale Club at the Hotel, and aft(Br Sppcl.il Leased Wire to New Mexican) erwards delivered a short talk in
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 31. Mail ad- which he praised Yale for her manly
vices to the Herald say that in a fire sons. He was cheered by the Club
in the Cathedral in Monterey, Mexico, members who coupled Mr. Taft's
Sunday, Mrs. Matilde Diaz de Fernan- name with that of "Old Eli."
dez was trampled to death in a rush
Editors Will Bring Victory.
to get out and Mrs. Esther Guerra do
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 31. President
Sales, Carlos Lozano, Isaac Garza, Taft in an address to more than 50
and a small child were badly injured. Republican editors of Ohio, today deThe panic occurred when wedding clared that he believes the party will
decorations took fire.
win in November, but said much of
the brunt of the fight will rest on the
editors.
The President confessed that he
OUTRAGE
had forgotten much about Ohio politics but said he depended on the editors to bring a victory in the fall.
He said in part: "The party has
MACEDONIA
had during the last two or three
years a had time but it is not the
first time in Us history it Has had
Bulgarian Dynamiters Killed to go over rough places. It is not
the first time in history when it has
Nine Turkish Police
been unjustly attacked; when it has
Officers
been misunderstood by the voters,'
and its own members. I verily believe this coming campaign is to show
EIGHT OTHERS BADLY INJURED that it has the power in Itself to over-- !
ccme obstacles and to win victory
again and to show that it is the real
One of Series of Attempts to agency in the United States upon
which real progress can be based."
Start Revolution in Sultan's
Did Not Advise Constitution
Makers.
Domain.
After addressing the editors, President Taft spoke to the delegation of
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Chio's fourth constitutional conven-Jan. 31. Another tion now in session here. He decliConstantinople,
serious bomb outrage occurred
last ned to make suggestions on constitunight in Macedonia by which a large tion building, but told the delegates
number of Turkish policeman were he would later show how he regarded
killed and injured.
The bomb was their efforts when the people vote to
thrown into the center of a detachratify or reject their work.
ment of military police in the town
At 1 o'clock the President left Cohe closes
of Radovisht, 37 miles northwest of lumbus for Akron, where
Monastir, and the police commissary, his three days visit to Ohio with a
a lieutenant of the army resjrve, and speech tonight. He will then return
eight other policemen, including the to Washington.
commander, were severely wounded.
A Bulgarian has been arrested as the PANAMA PATRIOTS ARE
HOT AGAINST COLOMBIA.
author of the outrage.
th-e-
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,
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Continued on Page Four.

Wire To New Mexican I
"It's Harmon or Roosevelt," said
Columbia, S. C.. Jan. 31. Colonel Bird 3.
Coler, former comptroller o
reign Board announced that the Em Henry Watterson, enroute to his win- Convened at noon.
the
of New York, and head
meminformed
o'f
currency
press
the
folDowager
Chiin
consideration
Final
ter home
Florida, issued the
bers of the cabinet at their meeting lowing statement this afternoon
ldren's Bureau bill begun.
on of the banking linn of V. X. Coler
in the Palace today that the throne the
and ( ompany of New
York City,
conFight on disposition of steel
when asked for his opinion on tho
X iad decided on a solution of the situa- - troversy:
tariff revision bill opened. '
"Touching the Harvey-Wilsotion which would insure peace. She
Detective Burns testified in
letters given out yesterday, I political outlook in the East. Mr.
instructed the ministers to arrange have to say that from first to last, 1 Coler arrived in the Ancient City MonI.orimer election investigation.
accordingly.
have been acting not only with Colo- day evening with Mrs. Coler and are
The United Shoe Machinery
nel Harvey's full knowledge and ap- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Company denounced as illegal
Appeal for Starving Millions.
Laramie. Wyo., Jan. 31. Ira B. Fee, proval but upon his insistence; that, Spiess of Las Vjegas at the Paiaco
conspiracy before Senate Inhotel.
The well known financier is
terstate Commerce Commit-- '
secretary of i e Wyoming Branch of trom the beginning he was most imI 't
tee.
National Red Cross today issued patient of delay, sending a personal milking a tour of the country in the
an appeal for aid for sufferers from representative to me at. Atlanta, the interest of the firm of which he is the
Costa Ricnn neutralization
floods in China, at the suggestion of! 21th of December, and again t lie same head and has already visited most of
treaty favorably reported.
William If. Taft, President of the representative to Richmond the 3.1st the western states.
House.
Democrats Favor Harmon.
United States and the President of of December, urging me to take the
Met at noon.
"The rank and lile of the Demointhe
National
Red
he
Cross.
was
President initiative; that
Representative Berger
unqualified in
of New York are unanimously in
Tat says that millions of human he- - endorsing my statement of the Man- crats
troduced a bill for government
favor of Harmon for President," said
ings are now facing starvation. Until hattan Club incident wiring forth- the financier.
acquisition of railroad, tele"While Woudrow Wilpeace is restored in China, and the with to declare it. 'tyerfeet" and he son is held in
graph, telephone and express
high esteem as an edu
was
functions
reof
efficient
with
me
at the New Willard in
government
properties.
business men feel that he has
must Washington up to last Sunday night, cator,
Revision of chemical and
established, these conditions
not the practical knowledge of politics
oy ine sharing all I did and had done.
uuuuuue, save us reueveu
sugar tariff schedule will be
that would tit him for Hie position of
charitable efforts of the other coun- w lion
taken next, Leader Underwood
i,i uuvLuiur
net executive.
ihiui
They are not in fa- m
Fee
an
will
or
declared.
to
tries, Secretary
aiiunui
veracrtv raised Um ol a political theorist.
the
issue
appeal
Recent
i.'
of
the rtale from his office
people
W. C. T. U. leaders before
nimselt, to a tribunal havin) due events have practically
eliminated
here.
regard for the rights of their parties, :the educator from uuong the Presi
Judiciary committee.
which I proposed, should and, I think, dential possibilities,
f nominated,
Manchus Threaten to Kill Imperial
will be regarded by fairminded
What's the Matter With Curry? .
peo- either Taft or Roosevelt would win
Family.
a
as
confession "that he dare not from him easily. Clark or
Special to the New Mexican.
London, Jan. 31. The edict of ab ple
Folk
would make a better showing than."
has! face the facts.
Washington, I). C. .Ian. 31. Con- dication of the Chinese throne
"As to those Democrats who have V; ilson if nominated."
gressman Curry is pressing his bill Hen signed, according to a message
with vigor before the Judiciary Com- fiom Tien Tsin. The court will noli made a hero f Wilson iecansc of
Taft Has Made Good.
mittee of the House. The bill pro- cjnt Peking for a month, as the Man-- his break with Harvey,
"Taft has a considerable following
how shall
vides that the federal court shall not chu troops of the garrison threaten! lliey square themselves with the eter- - 'among the thoughtful members of his
be permanent at Santa Fe but shall to shoot the royal family and the nal verities now that they learn that party in New York as he is the first
be a peripatetic one, holding sessions princes if they attempt to leave the u nson ann iKirvey are weepin; upon ot his party to take platform pledges
at the Capital only on the first Tues- capital.
one another's bosom?"
seriously.
Personally, I think he has
made an excellent President and deday of February and August, at AlbuSell Out for $2,000.C00 a Year.
serves renomination and election if
querque in March and September, at
It is understood that the imperial
Las duces in April and October, at family has
his party can muster the necessary'
accepted the conditions' BLOODY
votes.
Roswell on May and November, and laid down by the
His administration has been
and
Republicans
oc' the safe and sane variety and his
at Las Vegas in June and December. that abdication will be announced'
The confirmation of Surveyor Gen- at once. At a conference
judicial management of affairs
has
yesterday
had a salutary effect on the monev
eral John W. March upon reappoint- between the Empress Dowager, Prince
MEXICO
market.
Wild cat speculation has
ment, was the first federal appoint- Chun, the
and Prince Ching,
since New the former premier, it. is believed to
been held in check, while trade in
ment and confirmation
Mexico is a state.
legitimate securities has been en- have been decided that the imperial
Burns Is Aqry.
Hours Battle With c;0l"'aged' Follow ing a period of in- family and princes would abdicate if Seven
naeu .values iu popularity has sufWashington, 1). C, Jan. 31. Detec- they were allowed to retain their emp-- !
fered somewhat because the financial
Zapatistas Results in
tive William J. Burns, testified before t;; titles, reside in Peking or elseworld suffered from previous excessthe Lorimer Senatorial investigating where at their pleasure, and receive
Their Being Routed
es.
He has done more to curb th
committee today and furnished a mild annual pensions aggregating $3,000,
trusts than Roosevelt ever attempted,
sensation when he engaged in verbal 000 tales (approximately
but he has gone about it in such a
of CUERKfiVACASAFE JUST
battle with Attorney Hanecy, repre- and
the transferanee
that
NOW
way that financial conditions
of
words
he
have
Lorimer.
as
would
out
with
carried
power
Exchange
senting
not become unsettled."
between the men became so sharp little loss of dignity to the throne as
Roosevelt the Idol.
that Chairman Dillingham intervened possible.
Since Last Thursday Casualties
"Roosevelt is the popular idol of
Officials in a Panic.
frequently.
on Both Sides Are Nearly
his party, but I believe that he will
William A. Kannally, a member of
London, Jan. 31. A terrible panic
refuse the nomination if offered. HowThree
Hundred.
in
officials
has
Tien
Tsin
the
elected
among
the Illinois Legislature which
ever, he is not forgetful that the offer
Lorimer, continued as a witness when caused many of them to seek shelter
would be a valuable asset in the sale
the hearing began.
Attorneys for today in the foreign concessions. Mar- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New MrManl of his
writings and that, the mantle
in
been
tial
has
law
.the
31.
Cuernavaea,
him
Jan.
Mex.,
to
proclaimed
have
the committee sought'
Thirty of
Cincinnatns would well become
tell where he got ?3.500 in the sum- native city. The mayor has resigned, Zapatistas were killed and nine Fed his classic
form.
If we must have a
mer of 1909. It had been developed and fearing that the lives of the eral soldiers wounded as the result! third term
let us have Teddy!"
that Kannally had loaned $3,500 about members of his family are endanger- of a fight which occurred six miles
Conservative New Mexico.
that time. Kannaliy said he had "not ed, has sent his family to a French north of this city yesterday. Thej "Tlie eyes of the
finanthe!
country's
combat
concession.
lasted
10
from
in
o'clock
the slightest." objection to a commitThe armistice between
the Impe- - morning until 5 o'clock in the even ciers are on New Mexico." said the
tee of representatives examining his
banker in answer to a question re- and Republican forces which! ine. Eventually Hie 7aiuiti.it!!
bank books. He explained in detail rialist
1? routed
uuiiig to investments m tne new state.
liitrt t,ia tinnla in was officially renewed yesterday,
V,rf mntinv
In a series of fights between the! Tlle conservative business element
the
Republican
disregarded
by
being
1909 from his father s estate, wnich
,J a news agency Federal trfiops and the Zapatistas jof the Kast is wel1 Pleased with the
to
had been entrusted to him for man - troops, according
constitution adopted by the Las
d,spaU.h receJved here ,oday frQm which have taken place in this
agement.
"Vf'ntion, but capital is
Tien Tsin. The Republican army is nity since last Thursday, the federal V"Kas
at
stand
the
when
Rurns took the
foHowin
have lost 22 killed and five!lllg t0 see whpther the legislature will
up the advantage it gained
torneys had finished with Kannally. a(. Kucheng where lt defeated the missing, while the Zapatistas have!('arry out its Provisions in laws safe- Burns Employed by Committee.
Imperial forces commanded by Cheng lost between 200 and 250 men. Cner-- E.. amg investments in public seen
The detective testified thit commit- Hsun on Tuesday. The victorious navaca is considered safe from an at rities and other enterprises.
Mil
Public Demonstration, Significant of
lions of dollars are lying in Eastern
tee's attorneys, had employed him on rebel army is now marching towards tack by the Zapatistas.
State of Public Feeling
vaults waiting for safe investment.
Last Night.
July 11, 1911, to work on the case, and the city of Suchow, on the Tien Tsin
This money will come to New MexI Bv
on the
testimony of Hukow railroad.
particularly
Special Lease-- Tire to :rw Mextean)
UNION
EMPLOYES
KICK
ico if a fair return in interest is posPanama, Jan. 31 A public demon- Charles McGowan. He continued unMongolian agents are now endeav
AGAINST TIME KEEPING. sible and the
stration significant of the feeling ex- til about October 2t. Then a repre- oring to negotiation for the purchase
safety of the principal
assured.
Edwin Iiuterbach, one of
at new Uncle Sam's Arsenal
isting in Panama against the Colom- sentative of the Chicago Tribune em- of arms and ammunition
Employes do our leading attorneys,
bians was made last night in front of ployed him about Christmas to con- Chwang, the
Manchurian
pronounced
seaport.
Not Propose to Accept Taylor
ithe New Mexico constitution 'the best
the residence of the Confidential ag- tinue the work, ae sa'd.
Mon
for
this
Xa
left
Prince
morning
System.
that has been written in years.'
ent of Colombia.
McGowan had testified he was on golia.
"New Mexico has come into the
The incident had its origin in en ar a train when C. F. Wiche, in the
Manchu General Surrenders. .,
Special Irase.l Wire to New Mexican) Union under the most
ticle written to the Star and Herald j presence of "a young Canadian" who
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 81. Lun (By
auspicious eir-- '
Davenport, la., Jan. 31. Colonel cumstances.
While Socialism
has
a Manchu generai, commandprominent was alleged by William M. Burgess
by Antonio Zabieta, a
W. Burr, commandant at the
George
young Panaman, in answer to an in- of Duluth, Minnesota, to have told ing 20,000 troops in Hupeb province, Rock Island government arsenal, was expressed itself in the fundamental
law of Arizona and other states latesulting article published recently in about a $100,000 Lorimer cTSction surrendered to the Revolutionary today informed by Union Leaders that
a Bogota newspaper against Panama. fund. McGowan testified as to the forces at Quong Sui yesterc"?', accord- the Tayior system shop cards would ly admitted, New Mexico has taken
In response, the confidential agent of Canadian and said he was on the ing to a cablegram received today by not be accepted by union arsenal em- a firm stand in the encouragement of
legitimate business enterprises and
Colombia's president issued a fly train but heard no such talk.
the Chinese Free Press of this city. ployes.
with its boundless resources is bound
sheet signed by himself and another
The Manchu general surrendered to
Made Trip to Canada.
Colonel Burr announced he will is- ta
forge ahead."
Colombian and containing" offensive
Burns told of a trip to Canada to L! Iluan Hung, vice president and sue these cards within a few days.
Danger in Socialism.
remarks concerning Panama. As a get McGowan to come to Washington military director of the new Republic.
The union men will meet tonight to! Socialism
is the bane of the Re- .,
. i.
i.1
his
hundreds
.
Kai as Peace Maker.
conduct,
to testify again. He talked to
protest against
to the New York
puoIIC(
according
of citizens gathered last night in
Peking, Jan. 31. It is believed that to confer with Co onel Burr. Lead-- !
father, he said, about the
and he has written
many
front of the confidential agent's house matter, referring to his son having Premier Yuan Shi Kai and the Repu- ers among 1300 employes declare the canker,
', cards and arguments against what he considers
and "Perjured himself."
blicans are now in complete agree- men w,.,, not accept the
where they hooted Colombia
the insiull0us injection
made a terrific din and 'cheered for
"The father objected and called me ment. While he is endeavoring to per- trouble is expected.
In the body politic.
elethe
suade
Zubieta and for Panama. No violence a liar," said Burns.
recalcitrant Manchu
state and
""I
hT
?etr
securities the
men
occurred but Governor Paredes as a
peacewages
Senator Dillingham wanted to know ments to accept abdication
ect of Sociaisra has been m
ea
precaution, ordered the police to dis- - why Burns thought the committee ably, Yuan Shi Kai is taking mea the amount of work which they are;he said
'
"
!
'
'' 11
to
sures
on
a
but
are
to
a"
outbreak
do,
and
crowd
required
any
prevent
merely
the
purse
placed
strong needed help in getting McGowan to
step'fi,t the state should support them
a
more
from
towards
their
serious.
method
part
becoming
systematic
guard in the Colombian agent's resi appear a second time.
instead Qf
P
ot management.
Kai Doesn't Want the Job.
dence.
"Don't you know your services were
jS(.hoo,
An
foretokedict
A sentiment of strong indignation discontinued
'
imperial
tonight
bevil
and the doing away
by the committee
.L".u".
with
,.llDe
i
against the Colombians' makes itself cause nothing had been accomplish ens abdication and indicates that tion to the character of the cards btitLTP ll "Pernio tCQfihino- in tV,
1!"
"uu'
claim
Shi
a
assurances
Kai
Yuan
must
has
have
discovered
thatl.
way
they
7
evident everywhere.
",H"
maU,'"
tast
ed?" inquired Senator Dillingham.
:
agnostics.
to escape acceptance of the marqui- - their use is not a precursor of the
Burns said he supposed his services sate offered to him
the throne, complete installation of th Taylor who inculcate
FRANK MORRISON SLATED
discontinued on account of lack ot The edict consents to by
morality without re
a request from system.
FOR WITNESS STAND. funds.
That is, we should have a
ligion.'
uan Shi Kai in which he states that
spiritual faith and not a state socialFire flew when Attorney Hanecy he dooes not dare to
persist in his A. C. RI'OGEWAY MADE
Federal Grand Jury Questions Former for the defense,
istic religion.
Under the present
began cross examina- refusal of the title but begs
ROCK
the
ISLAND
VICE
PRESIDENT
BooKkeeper as to McNamara's
system nine out of ten of the publio
tion.
to
him
until
throne
delay honoring
Financial Affairs
school teachers of Greater New
I think my reputation
compares peace has been restored.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) are socialists and are subsidizedYork
By Special Leaned Wire to Hew Mexican) with
to
even
and
is
I'll
31.
111.,
Ridge-waA.
C.
yours
Jan.
better;
Chicago,
Indianapolis, .Ind., Jan. 31. In pre
the faith of our fathers. This
shouted COAL OIL IS PUSHED
to
O. Mel- - destroy
for-thtime,"
assistant
- hand you that every
F
formerly
tomorexamination
paration
problem is the gravest that faces tha
to one of Mr. Hanecy's
UP ANOTHER 30 POINTS. ; cher, second vice president of the American
'ow, of Frank Morrison, Secretary of Burns, in reply
people today."
the American Federation of Labor, remarks. A moment later Burns com- Bv Special Leased Wire n New MexiCBni Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RailMr. Coler Keen Observer.
31.
N.
New
was
The
a
involved.
Jan.
was
Y.,
killed
who
York,
a
plained
question
Grand
road,
the Federal
recently in
Jurvtoday ques
Mr. Coler has
"It may be to some minds," said Standard Oil Company of New York wreck at Kinmudy, II., today was financial conditionmade a study of the
tioned Mris. L. E. Wallace, formerly
of the western
a bookkeeper for the International Hanecy.
today announced an advance of thirty made acting second vice president of states he
has visited, and does not
"Now you keep oa
Association of Bridge and Structural
," points in refined petroleum in cases, the road; Several other changes were hesitate to
say that
Iron 'Yorkers, concerning J. J. Mcmaking the price 9.90 cents per
made,, the majority of them being ad
on
financial
Namara's
affairs.
vances.
(Continued
Page Four.)
(Continued on page 4.)
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Epidemic .Similar to Meningitis is
Reported to Prevail Among.
Herds.
,By Special Ieaseil Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 31. An epi
demic similar to spinal meningitis
has attacked the cattle of the south
west, according to Dr. J. C. Humphreys, cf Laredo, Mo., who addressed
the annual convention of the Missouri
here
Valley veterinary association
today.
The mysterious malady is known to
the itock raiswrs as the "Cornstalk
disease."
Eating of improper food, especially
lie smut 1'i on corn is the chief cause
of the disease, according to
the
speaker.
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ROOSEVELT
Postal

Card

COMMITTEE
MEETS FEBRUARY 10.
From Illinois
Favor
Rough Rider.
Advices

Precinct Chairmen

'By Spertn! Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 31. A conference
of members of the Roosevelt National
DELEGATES TO MINING CONGRESS
The following were this morning ap committee to determine the future
course of that body today was set
pointed delegates to the Northwest for
February 10 here. A, the Illinois
Mining Convention to be held in Spo- RooEevelt headquarters today, it was
15
Feb.
Gover
by
kane, Washington,
said postal card advices from about
nor W. C. McDonald; M. A. Otero, COO rtownstate
precinct committeemen
Santa Fe; Lon Jenkins, Corona; C. T. showed a large majority in favor of
Brown. Socorro: John Y. Hewitt, Roosevelt.
White Oaks; F. A. Jones, Albuquerque; J. H. Crist, Monero; Jo. E. RECEIVER ASKED FOR
GEORGE B. COX'S BANK.
Sheridan, Silver City; J. B. Gilchrist,

Santa Rita; J. W. Fleming, Silver
City; T. J. Curren, Cooney; George B.
Bent, Tularosa,.
Bank Examiner Joerns Protests.
Tucumcari, N. M, Jan. 31, 1912.
San.a Fe New Mexican,

ROBS

j

CATTLE OF SOUTHWEST
HAVE CORNSTALK DISEASE.

Mrs. Joseph Hersch, of lower San
Francisco street, this morning filed a
complaint alleging damages in excess of $1,500 on account of the excavations made for paving in front of
her property. She alleges that the
work was delayed, that the excavation filled with water which percolated
into the foundation of her store damaging the same, and that she was
was made ill of rheumatism occasioned
by the dampness so that she could not
attend to her business and that she
and her customers were unable to use
the feed lot across the street by rea-so- n
of the excavation.
A suit for an accounting and to
foreclose certain real estate was filed
by the Commercial Savings Bank and
C. I. Shoop against George W. and
Mrs. Prichard of this city. The prop
erty involved is described in the complaint as Lot 4, Black 1, Fort Marcy
addition to Santa Fe. The suit involves the sum of $5,500 for which the
plaintiff prays judgment.

Special Leased Wire to New MexfearV
SJiSXK,tSXX!i$!(By
ine imperial t
Senate.
reKing, jan.

If

New Mexico Has Fine Constitu
tion, Says Eminent New
York Financier.

Bre-ther-

C. B. Baker, mineral inspector for
he general land otlice, returned from
a trip to Gallup yesterday evening.
Mr. Baker reports great activity in
Seven Lakes oil field of McKinley and
Five wells have
Valencia counties.
reached oil bearing sand and the excitement among those interested is

NOT

Lasea Wire to New Mexican)
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 31. Suit was
filed here today by Harry Bush, a
stock holder, asking for the appointment of a receiver for the Cincinnati
Trust Company, of which George B.
Cox was president, and wBTch was recently absorbed by the Provident Savings Bank & Trust Company,
By Special

Ji ,T
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i
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

and Large Variety of

Quality

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

SATSTA T'E

character and a capable lawyer; the,
joi'ly charges sustained against him
stem to be his determination to en
WHILE KOll SLEEP force law- - and the fact that he did not
occasionally get drunk and paint the
Salts. Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are town red. Quay County Times.
I

GASGARETS

WORK

!

Violent They Act on Bowels
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils.

CRANKS AT WORK

Take a Cascaret tonight end thoroughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and women who have headache, coated tongue,
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
disordered stomach, or have backache
ana feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or certor oil? This is
important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases, take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the decomposed
waste matter and poison from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you oat by morning. A
box from your druggist means a
clear head and cheerfulness for
months. Don't forget the children.

The funniest thing that The Optic
has heard for some time is the statement that a concerted move is being
made for the purpose of inducing the
j first legislature to pass a law against
dancing. The statement is made by
a man who claims he knows what he
is talking about. Las Vegas Optic.

i

ERY
Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

WE

PURCHASES.

CASH

ALL

GIVE

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

GO

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
STOCK

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Winter Gladness.
The lily lay low in the tomb

UHnCU
IICKJDU

rjrv
lCVJ
f

45

Phone Black

45

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on
THIS

the floor of the Sante Fe Trail

WILL APPEAL

PIANO

TO

womb
And the songs of summer were song- The lion and bear were abroad,
The wolf lay in wait by the fold,
The furies of Winter raved and

night.
The hosts of the Lord bust through.
And thou, art thou broken and bowed?
Doth youth withitspleasuresdepart?
Then look for a song to come out of a
cloud.
And a Babe to come home to thine
heart.

AROUND THE STATE

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your

d

order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
L1NDEMANN

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico

"

CO.

Piano Tuner.

E. M. Lehnor, Expert German

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

" The

Quality Coal."
Near Union DepotQ

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

V

TO

Parts of The World

All

SslVP MftflPV and ,nconvenience bv Purchasing Weils

sJtlTW

IflUilCj Fargo Domestic

Checks

and Foreign Money Orders

)

A SUICIDE S DEATH.

Fred Lewis, who on February
slashed his throat at Albuquerque
with suicidal intent, died yesterday at
St. Joseph's Hospital. Lewis expressed sorrow at his deed before dying.
2

BOYS STOLE CANDY.

Raymond Harrison, Richard Harri
son, Earl Moon and Joseph McGin
nis, ranging in age from 9 to 11 years,
were arrested at Albuquerque for
stealing candy out of sacks of coffee
in storage bins of John S. Beaven.
COULDN'T BEHAVE.

Edward M. Baird under suspended
sentence at Albuquerque, was sent to
the state reformatory at Springer by

Money Orders, Travelers

PayaDie.

u

lnrouf noui

uov;rn
fno40
vuhuuu, mwuw

and all Foreifn

countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

Jt

LETTER

LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending January 26, 1912.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington.
Armenta, Jose
Ardela, Filaseta
Boyer, Mrs. Jno.
Caldwell, Leslie
Cann, Enoch
Casados, Teresita
Craighead, A. B.
Esquibel, Manuel
Fielding, Jessie Jackson
Fleisher, Carl
Flynn, Harry
Glass, Rose
Gabsden, F.
Cohan, T. F.
Goldsmith, Willie
(3)
Cowey, Dr. Herman O.
Gallegos, Delia
Gonzales, Canuto
Halstead, Chas H. (3)

Johnson. Frank

j jt

J.

D. BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

first-clas-

I Will

130

appreciate your patronage and influence.
San Francisco St.

CARRIAGE,

Yours for Business
Santa Fe. N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirror Silve,ing,SATi
Etching on Glass GUAR
and Brass

FACTI0N
ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAliNE'
305 San Francisco

Street.

J. R. CREATH.

Phone Main 139.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

V.

Keech, Dr.
Knowland, Alfred
Mirabal, Barbarita
Martones, Nellie
Mora, Rosalio
Montano, Rosenda
Medrano, Antonia
Myers, Wilbur G.
Martin, Mrs. Jim.
Marshall, C. M.
Olson, Sven
Oritz, Canuto
Ortiz, Celestion.
Pacheco, Anastacio
Read, Mrs. Arthur H.
Roberston, Rena
Roybal, Felicita
Roybal, Koberta
R. de Virginia
Shropshire, Clyde
Swope, Lucy
Salazar, Elisello
Thomas, Jno.
Tucker, G. H.
Valdes, Cirila
Vijil, M. J. M.
Vijil, Jose B.
Zanard, Peter
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND Tl'ESDAY
RETURNS

Deming, N'. M., Jan. 30. E. R.
Twitty and Frank Cox each sold a
relinquishment on half section of land
thirteen 'miles southwest of Deming

to Maggie E. Wetmore and Wm. P.
Thompson, the consideration being
This is the highest
$10 per acre.
price paid yet for relinquishments
in the
that distance from Deming
The whole section
Mimbres valley.
will be developed and farmed. Mr.
Thompson is from San Antonio, Tex.,
and Mrs. Wetmore, wife of Ira O.
The
Wetmore, resides in Deming.
dral was made through the
Wetmore company.
of Colorado
W.
B.
Boardman,
Springs, Colo., bought through R. L.
Miller, 240 acre relinquishment northwest of Deming four miles; also four
residence lots in the western portion
Mr. Boardman expects
of Deming.
to make this his home in the future.
Joe Deckert fell at the skating
rink Saturday evening and broke both
above
bones in his right arm just
the wrist.
At the Stated Conclave of McGrorty
Commandery, Knights Templar, the
following officers were elected to
serve for the ensuing year: Eminent
Commander, John G. Moir; Generalissimo, Arthur C. Raithel; Captain General, Herbert D. Green; Prelate, Joseph P. McGrorty; Senior Warden,
Arthur A. Tempke; Junior Warden,
Walter R. Swanzy; Treasurer, John
Corbett; Recorder, Jas. A. Kinnear;
Standard Bearer, Jas. G. Kerr; Sword
Warder,
Bearer, Jens J. Jacobsen;
Edward Pennington; Sentinel Thomas
Hudson.
and Otis
Miss Millie McDaniel
Goodman were married at the home
of the bride's parents in Deming
Saturday evening. They left immediately for El Paso.
Mrs. Prudence Stokes Brown, Socialist lecturer, lectured at the Deming High school on "Education Without Punishment," Monday afternoon.
Wm. A. Haller, chief engineer for
the Federal Light and Traction Co., is
in Deming on business.
B. Boyeir, of Sweetwater,
Texas, is
in Deming looking for a location.
F. S. Barber, of Colorado Springs
Colo., is in Deming prospecting.
E. R. Stafford, of El Paso, Texas,
has moved
and will en
gage in the automobile business.
George W. Dutch, of Merced, California, is in Deming looking for a
location.

DIVORCED FOR DRUNKENNESS.
ON PARIS MARKET
Mamie Anderson at Albuquerque,
was granted a divorce yesterday from Weakness at Buenos Ayres Offset by
Arnold Anderson on the ground of
Small Shipments From Russia
and Australia.
drunkenness.

.

it c

McGorty Commandery Knights TempSocialist
lar, Elects Officers.
Addresses Schools.

vention, to be held in the City of Chi- cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
o'clock noon on Tuesday, June 18.
1P12, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for President and
to be voted for at the Presidential election on Tuesday, November 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
such other business as may properly
come before it, the Republican Central Committee of the State of New
Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on
this 25th day of January, 1912, hereby calls for the holding of a convention of the Republican party of the
State of New Mexico to be held in
the City of Santa Fe, State of New- Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
8th day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
purpose of selecting eight delegates
and eight alternates to represent the
Republican party of the State of New
Mexico in the said national conven
tion called to be held at Chicago on
the 18th day of June, 1912.
The Republican Central Committees
oi the various counties of the State
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the
Republican party in the respective
counties upon such notice and date as
they may deem expedient for the
purpose of electing delegates to the
said State convention to be, held on
the Sth day of March, 1912, as aforesaid, at which the basis of representation shall be one delegate for each
one hundred votes, or a fraction thereof of fifty or more, cast for the Republican candidate for governor of the
State of New Mexico at the late election held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county in addition, upon which

Judge H. F. Raynolds for breaking
his parole.
WHEAT DEALERS SUEEZED

DAWSON COAL

9

When not in the day's clear light
And not in the soft Summer's blue,
But the steellv dark of a Winter s

OF THE HOUSE OF

N DEM AN N COMPANY
m

LEARN ARD-L- I
are ordering in

Curio Co.

And death was in league with the
cold.

LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS

car-loa-

&

TEN DOLLARS AN ACRE
FOR RELINQUISHMENTS.

Hon-Kern-

Not a leaf to the sycamore clung,
The butterfly slept in its chrysalis

roared

Phone Black

TUESDAY,

SEW ITZZIC&.", SASTA FE,

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.

POL TICS ANDJ0LITICIAN3

Not That Kind of a Man.
The name of Judge Pope was again
sent to the Senate last Monay for
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2
confirmation as federal judge of New
The Honorable William H.
Mexico.
Pope is conceded to be an honest capTry a New Mexican want ad.
able business man of good moral
brings results.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 31. Wheat began

to respond readily to dull news and
to advices favoring the bear side.
Although at first the market was influenced by weakness at Buenos
prices soon exhibited the effect
of the squeeze at Paris, where
the
current delivery has advanced 11
dur,ng the week.
Fessimisuc reports regarding Rus
sian shipments and lighter Australian
offers, sma'lness of receipts northwest of Chicago and the strength of
coarse grains all contributed toward
making quotations here show an upturn. The opening was
to
lower. May started at 102
to
to
103, a loss of
and
those rose to 103
Closing
lowfigures were weak, with May
Ay-re-

2

8

8

8

er at

102

uick iales aided in giving corn a
firm tone. Commission houses were
good buyers. May opened a shade
eft to a like amount up at 67
to
C7
and advanced
to 68
The close, was weak at 67
for
May, a gain of
Bull leaders continued their campaign in oats. Trade was heavier
though still in volume. May started
to 51
unchanged to
up at 51
and rose to 52
Liberal receipts of hogs caused an easy feeling
ir. the provision pit. First sales were
at last night's level to a shade below
with May delivery 16.40 for pork;
9.45 for lard and 8.87
for ribs.
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 31. Wool

12

Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

11
8
4

Phone

It

Phone 14

GENERAL MERCHANDISES-:- We Start the NEW YEAR by Riven better values
:
:
:
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.

14
5

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

IN

-:-

-

than ever,

:'

:

:

PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
436 Canon Road

Phone Black 6619

15
6

9
20
4
6
5

30
18
6
22
14

Sierra
Socorro

Hardware We Have

If Its

14.

FRANK F. GORMLEY

4

6

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Delegates

Grant

1912.

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMER NG AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWARE
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE THAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE
GOOD.
WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS WAY, AND
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

be as follows:
19
7
17

30,

-

basis the representation at the State
convention of the Republican party
of the State of New Mexico, to be
held on March Sth, 1912, from the
several counties of the State, shall
Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

JANUARY

1

Taos

10

Torrance
Union
Valencia

14

.19
305

All notice of contest shall be sub
mitted in writing setting forth the
ground of contest, which must be
filed with the Secretary of the State
Central Committee at least two days
before the meeting of said conven
tion.
All county conventions must be
held not later than the 4th day of
March, 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
wises out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

i

8

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry ,i Leave orders

at

KAUNEC& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranctes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEsjtanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD
rUlY

C

A

IC

dAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

103

Palace Ave.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Goal all Sizes,

Smitbixg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

Near A.

AVENUE

T.A8.F.

Telephone

Depot,

1
4

CAPITAL

85

Steam Coal.

COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

8

4

c

4

8

MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
lifetime
every year,
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examinaMexico
Civil SerNow
tion booklet
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box

LIVERY STABLE
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

462.

1-- 2

steady; territory and

western

diums 1618c, fine medium
fine 1015c.

me-

1517c;

J.P. Steed

&

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Son

CARPENTERS?

AND CABINET MAKERS.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.
Pursuant to the requirements of FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
the call made by the Republican National Committee on December
12,
1911, for a Republican National ConAll Work Guaranteed
Phcoe. Red 115

'Phone 9

ton

Caspar Avenoi

CHAS. CLOSSON

-

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Hay Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH,
that follows SCARLET

for the COUGH

FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPINO
COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
or sale

n

all ari'ggisia.

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phene us, we will be glad to call for
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesLa Salle Restaurant
South
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
?
Fridays.
Trains.
Bounds
Prop!
CHAS. GANN,
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
are mended and buttons sewed en
Telephone II.
north bound train and arrives at
the
extra
without
shirts
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store your
charge.
at 7 p. m.
Taos
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. . Good coverea- hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hoars.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
French Noodle Order 20c. a dlaa.
Try a New Mexican want ad.
Station.
New York Chop Suey EOc brings results.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1912.

trfisrTA
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This Reduction on all Cttt Glass, Decorated China, Leather Goods
Before the Taking of Inventory.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.

j

:- -:

1
GOOD

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the tine tables
of the local railroad:
"A. T. & e. r. Ry."
Ieave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
Westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con-newith No. 7 westbound and No. 4

eastbouni.
Returning arrive at Santa

i'e

at

8:35 p. m.

p. in. to con
astbound and No. 9

ueeve Santa fe at 8:50
Beet with No.
westbound.

8

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

p. m.

Passengers for the

NEWS.

many santa he Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
'Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad Tinex sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad
to learn that
prompt relief is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more,
thanks to Doan's
Our citizens are tell
Kidney Pills.
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splen- ;did results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
ago has been permanent and for that
reason, my confidence in them has
increased.
I suffered from a dull,
ticvy ache in the small of my back
and was subject to headaches and
I always felt tired, had
dizzy spells.
no ambition and was in poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills.
K did not take them long to cure
me, and from that day to this, I have
willingly confirmed the public statement I gave in January, 1907, telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Vpw VnrV snip nATits fnr th TTnitpd

Belen cut-of- f
Valley points should now
leave at 3:"0 p. m. instead of 7:20
as heretoior;. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r- ni. Instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. Q. Ky.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortji.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
OUlUea.
a
New cxvco central Ry.
Remember the name- - t
Leave 12:45 p. hi., connects with No. take no other.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Are You a Se!ler7 An advertisefrom No. 3 east.
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
Let Him Know It ir you are out ot on the market effectively. It will put
a position, you must let the employer the facts of your property before th
know it. A want advertisement in the eyes of all possible buyei.
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
to Rett 7
Have you furniihee-noomand county and a great many in the
A
Want
little
advertising
campaign
territory. If you have any special tal- in
the New Mexican will keep the inent, do not hide it under a bushel.
come from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It always looked up closely and it will
brings revolt
pay you wall to use them.
&nd Pecos

-

SOME FACTS OF
NEW MEXICAN

Brother David Tells in San
News of Early Traditions

vacancy shall be filled as heretofore.
Xotices for election for issuing bonds
or making special levy may be post-i at the same time.
Directors stiould be careful not to
isme teacher's warrant for payment
o;' last month's salary, until they are
assured that the teacher's Term Re
port lias been received and accepted
by this office.
Within two weeks tins office shall
have completed the visitation
and
inspection of the Sania Fe County
Public schools, and will then notify
you as to the dale for the holding pf
our yearly Parents' Meetings.
Hoping nothing is being overlooked
by you in the endeavor to bring success to our schools,
I remain,
Most sincerely your friend,
JOHN V. CONWAY,
County School Superintendent.
Circular Letter to County Superin-

actual use as a condition
of occupancy of mineral land can not be re-- j
garded as either novel or radical. As
regards the large acreage of undo- veloped land in many mining camps
to which patent has already been is-sued, it is perhaps true that the sittia-- ;
tion is without relief, unless the west- eni Australia plan is adapted whereby the government slops in and permits mining under lease, the pro- ceeds of which are assessed, colleeied
Paid over to the owner.
The
principle invoked seems to be that
property owner can rightfully opthe development of the resources
ot the state.
In the case of unpatented claims
a remedy should be sought for what
has been termed "the paralysis of
milling districts," aml the rigid re- quirement, of annual assessment work
should be made actual and effective
by inspection and supervision, in order to put an end to the present procedure of allowing a claim to lie idle
for practically two years after its location, not to mention the many localities where claims are held year
after year with only perfunctory compliance or even without any performance of assessment, work a type of
local disregard for law that is in strikin& contrast to Ihe observation
corded to tne district customs

HISTORY
Miguel
Re-

garding Santa Fe.

e

1

The great Spanish explorer Juan
de Onate was the first colonizer of
New Mexico. He readied ihe Chama
River in September. 130S, and found- cd the town of San Gabriel. There
were 201 men in the expedition, not
counting women and children. There
were 10 Franciscan Fathers, inelud-ning Father Alonzo Martinez, the
missary Apostolic. They were well provided with all that was necessary to
found a colony.
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado in
K40 came to New Mexico to examine
the country and to conquer it.
and Espejo came in 1.1S1 and
l."82 for particular reasons but not
for the purpose of colonizing it.
it
tendents.
is true that many of Coronado's men
Gentlemen:
remained in New Mexico and made it
We write to advise you that the
their home.
They liked the country
salaries for county Kupe!rintendeifts
and chose to remain in it.
For a
have been fixed for most of the coun
number of reasons Onate's colony was
ties in the Stale, but many
a
not.
success.
They gradually left
have failed to return state
San Gabriel and were brought back
ments as to the number of school
but the dissatisfaction was so great
rooms maintaining school for
at
that Onate finally allowed them to go
least three months for the year end-ira
u.
new lown nil
iu
iftutfA aim luuuu
June 15th. 1011. It will be necesf "rl.,To .l,arohc
iU.
me opposite siue oi tne river.
Tnev
also for us to have al handistate-men- t
sary
abwas
of
the
made
right
possession
arrived there in 1603 and began to
from the county treasurer cerbuild their houses at once.
The new solutely dependent, upon continuous tifying to the amount of money coltown they called La Villa Real de la' operation.
(From Report of Director lected during the year
ending DecemSanta Fe de San Francisco. It was. United States Geological Survey).
ber P.lst, 1011, under the three mill
made the capital in 1607. They found
territorial levy for general school purthe Tlascala Indians and
poses. In this amount he may include
The faithful
very good neighbors.
collection of delinquent taxes under
,ai;d devoted sons of St.. Francis reOFFICIAL NOTES
said levy for the previous year but
mained with them to help and enlocal district levies are not to be inThe people of Tiguex!
courage them.
cluded.
Kindly secure this stateinvited them to use their Old Church!
ment, and forward to this Department
as formerly and the Holy Sacrifice
Supreme Court.
together with your own as to numIn the Supreme Court yesterday af- ber of schools in which a term of at
was offered up regularly, it again became the center of the mission labors ternoon, the following cases were ar- - least three months school was held.
until in 162 when under Father Alon- - jgued and submitted:
In connection with County SuperinNo. 1438.
La Cueva Ranch Corn- - tendent's salaries we are
zo Benavidez,
a beautiful
Parish
glad to rechurch was built for the Spanish
Appellant, vs. Juan N. Rodri port that the Attorney General's opin
Mora ion is that salaries are to be fixed
The Old San Miguel church Suez, Appellee, appeal from
pie.
was then left for the exclusive use; County.
upon the usual basis and paid as
of the Indians and
It
No. l:!fio.
Pueblo of Isleta, Plain-wa- s heretofore pending action by the legiscalled the San Miguel Church of tiff in Error, vs. Frederick Tondre et lature.
the Tlascalans.
It was known byja., Defendant in Error, Error to Dist-tbi- s
We are delaying the Issuance of
name ever after. From this
Court for Bernalillo Counly.
certificates as a result of the midcumstance alone all recognize that, itj No. 140S. Pueblo of Isleta, a cor- - winter examination for the reason
must date back to 1541, or the days poration, Appellant, vs. J. A. Prich- - that I desire to make some
personal
of Coronado.
It was he that brought ard. et al. Amiellees.
Appeal from
800 Tlascala Indians.
These Indians the District Court for Valencia Coun-;o- f
answers returned from the various)
were great friends of Cortez, the con-- j
'counties.
County
Superintendents,
alof
were
his
Mexico.
to
Fe
Santa
Circular
Letter
queror
They
County wi)1 therefore, please allow all teach-most
and
as
School Directors.
lies,
trustworthy they
rs In continue tei.chin? until noticp
were recommended to Coronado. As Gentlemen:
is furnished the county superintendthese Indians were numerous in Tlas
If schools have
This is to call your attention to tholc nt from this office.
cala, a few were not much missed so requirement, that on the First
closed on account of expiring
that quite a number of them remained day o FeUniary the Clerks of School! certificates, however, in any counties
m New .Mexico when Coronado
Directors, shall post, at least four tlicy should not be opened until
turned to Culiacan, Mexico.
of the lists of persons liable, ther notice. We hope to have in your
Some writers assert that the San to the payment of poll tax, in their bands a full report of the
Miguel church was built in lfiOG for
districts, and shall report tiens with action as to certificates
tbe use of the new town of Santa Fe. said list to this office in writing, and sometime next week,
That would be 05 years after
shall also report the amount of poll
When county superintendents make
time.
But, why would they tax collected, from whom collected,; report of apportionment we shall be
build it among the Indians in the In-- , the names of persons still delinquent., Kiad to receive a copy of the appoint-andian pueblo, and opposite the Indian
the reasons for said delinquency ment sheet from each county for filing
chief's house, the oldest house? In Under no cirenmsfances shall thein this office.
Allow us to call your attention to
j
1680, when the general uprising of clerks fail in this duty.
the Indians took place, the San Miguel
During the month of February we; the requirement, that on the First
church was partially destroyed and shall observe two Legal Holidays, Monday of February school district
all other churches and convents in February 12th, (Lincoln's Birthday).; clerks shall post at least four copies
New Mexico razed to the ground. In and February 22nd,
(Washington's of the lists of persons in the district
1694 Diego de Vargas repaired the Birthday.)
Teachers in the rural liable to pay poll tax. Please send
Old Church and had Father Juan de schools shall arrange beforehand a notification of this duty to the various
Jesus, killed in Jemez, brought there program of exercises by the pupils ap- - district clerks in your county. Let us
and buried under the old altar, which propriate to these occasions for the; try for the best collection of the poll
is in the rear of the present one. preceding days.
tax ever made.
Diego de Vargas, the great conqueror,
Election of school directors will take! Election of directors will take place
died in the Sandia mountains and was nlncp this venr as usual.
Notices to! this year as usual, notices to b e pos
buried in the Old Church in a cedar be posted on the Second Monday in ted on the second Monday in March.
coffin, wrapped in damask and silk, March
F.lectinn to be held on the Election to be neltl on tne nisi aioh
under the old altar.
San Miguel First Monday in April to select one;i'.ay in April to select one school
Church had again become the Parish
as heretofore, excent in cases! rector as heretofore. Of course, if
Church.
The new Parish church wherein a vacancy exists, then said: there are vacancies, they will be fil- iwas not rebuilt until 1722.
In his
last will and testament he requested
to be buried in his Old Church. This
Last Will and Testament may be
found in the Federal
in
building
Santa Fe.
Adjoining the Cathedral
may be seen portions of the Parish
Church built in 1722. B. D.
Modem reforms have benefited nearly every
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led at this election as heretofore. Notices for election for issuing bonds or
for making special levy may be posted at ihe same time as notice for election of school directors.
Very truly yours.
ALVAN X. WHITE.
State Superintendent Public Instruction.
Important to Homesteaders.
To the Registers and Receivers.
Sirs: Supplementary of instructions
c mmunicated
by office telegram of
January y, 1012, you are advised that
admission of the Stale of New Mexico
to the union operated to effect
an
abolition of the offices of United States Court Commissioners.
(Mechein
on Public Officers, Sec. 40S ; Throop
on Public Officers, Sec. 304, 315.1 Ofsuch
ficial acts performed by any
officer subsequent to that event must
be regarded as wholly nugatory.
It will be necessar; , consequently,
to reject final proofs and other papers submitted or completed before
such officers after the date of admis- sion, as aforesaid.
It is also considered that the offices
of United States Commissioners were
'vacated as a consequence of the ad-- '
mission of the Slate and the abolition
of the tribunal by which the then
As Ihe
incumbents were appointed.
office continues to exist, however, the
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Try a New Mexican want
brings results.
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
For hir

half-breed- s

s

official acts performed by such
incumbents, assuming and claiming authority by virtue- of their original appointment, will he treated as the
acts of an officer de facto: and valid
as to the public, until such time as
their official stums may be determined by the action of competent authority. (Throop on Public Officers.
Sees. 631, C3!l.)
Ill accordance with this
conclusion,
proofs submitted and papers completed before United States Commissioners in office at the date of the admission of the State into the Union,
ard thereafter continuing to perform
official functions will be treated and
regarded as valid lint'! such time as
the status of such officers has been
considered and determined by the
United Slates District Court for tho
District of New .Mexico.
Very respect fully,
FRED DENNETT
(Signed)
Commissioner.
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To Select Your Material
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FOR SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS
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we will make up the material
cheaper, as we are not so bus.

fQW
we can give it more attention
than during the rush season.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

j

Our Regular $40.00 and $45.00 Suits for

FEDERAL

worker except the "Stomach. Its tasks have rather
been made harder by our hurried meals, unseasonsweets.
able eating',
Stomachs not naturally strong become deranged
and require aid to regain their rightful state.

LAWS
ARE ANTIQUATED.

MINING

Present "Paralysis of Mining
ricts" Also Due to Laxity in

over-tempti-

DistEn-

forcement of Assessments.

li

Latest Pattern Plates
for your inspection. Our Fabrics are the
Very Swellest Creations.

Tailor
Capital
SYUFY
& YOUNG.

4ST SIDE PLAZA

s

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

'

'

E

amendments for the
laws relating to metallifer- ous minerals always raise the warm-;ee- t
discussion.
With the opinion of
mining men in general favoring re-- j
vision of mining laws of the United
States and with commission
after
commission
appointed
by various
bodies to suggest improvements,
the
statutes have remained
practically
unchanged for nearly 40 years, while
the geology of ore deposits and the
technology of metal mining have made
marvelous progress.
Most important, perhaps, in any
amended mining law, would be provienforced development,
sion for
a
principle expressed, it is true, in the
present law but not ruade effective
A requirement of
in its workings.
Proposed

his space
or

Something

j

BEGINNING FEBRUARY FIRST

I

1

d

is a Stomach Remedy compounded to meet modern needs.
or adopting
By its use, without quitting the daily 'voik
an irksome diet, the patient supplies just the required aid and
his digestive powers are brought back to vigor.
Its discovery is due to Dr. Ramon Saiz de Carlos, an
eminent European physician and pharmacist. It is taken as a
in a half gloss
pleasant beverage after meals, a teaspoonful

of water.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

E. FOUCE3A O CO. (Agents U. S.), 90

Beekman St., New Vork

1

Qua!

iohn Sflueqerl

Window

Price

Display
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Uiture of New Mexico will bear out
the hope held out by the Constitution.1
that here is a commonwealth of splen-- !
did resources that remains safe, sane
and conservative and is willing
to
give investors and enterprise a square
deal.
If the legislature in harmony
wita the Governor, carries through a
piogram of sensible legislation and
steers clear of socialism on one side
and muckraking and bitter political
feud on the other, New Mexico may
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That is the nature of Dr. Pierce's Favorite prescription the one remedy for
g
women which contains no alcohol and no
drugs. Made from native
medicinal forest roots. Dr. Pierce tells its every ingredient on the
Prominent physicians and some of the best medical authorities endorse these
ingredients as being the very best known remedies for ailments and weaknesses
Eatered as Second Class Matt er at
peculiar to women.
Santa Fa PostoCCce.
iin-i.ioi miiss""-Tuis is wnat mrs, .rEsi.ni
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Ky., says: "I fcl it my duty to write and toll you what
$2.50
Daily, six month., by mail
25
your medicines have dune for me. I was a gr.at sufferer
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00 look forward to a
Weekly, six month!
for six years from a trouble peculiar to women, but I am
of
.75
unparallel-leperiod
Dally, per aionth, by carrier...
thankful to say, after taking four Ixutlos of your ' Favorito
2.00
Howdevelopment and growth.
65 Weekly, ner year
Dally, per month, by mail
New
to
Prescription ' I am not bothered with that dreadful disease
Mexico, will not dare
50 ever,
7.09 Weekly, per quarter
(
Daily, per year, by mail
J
do as Texas, for instance, of which
any more. I feel like a new woman. When I first wrote
you for advice I only weighed 115 pounds now I weigh 133.
Leslie's will say editorially tomorrow:
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
''I thank joa very much for your kindness. You hava
''Ruinous!
Xo state in this Union,
been as a fiit'.n-- to mc in advising mo what to do, so may
It is sent to has greater natural wealth than TexThe New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexioo.
God bless you in every effort you put forth for good.
None needs new railroads more
very postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation as.
"I hope this testimonial will bo the means of some poor
than the wonderful Lone Star State,
people of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progreasiv
woman seeking health."
suffering
Mrs.
Coffey.
yet less railroad building Is going on
in Texas than any other state in the
edition, answers hosts
Medical
newly revised
Pierce's
Adviser,
Dr.
Union.
What is the reason? Here of delicate questions about which every woman, single cr married ought to know.
is one, disclosed by a dispatch from
Austin.
It announces that the Texas
EITHER HARMON
HANECY AND BURNS CLASH.
THE KNIGHT SANS PEUR ET SANSfor three terms in Congress; it mani- - attorney general is about to sue the
OR ROOSEVELT.
fests too rapid a change of opinion Missouri, Kansas and Texas railway
REPROCHE.
Continued from Page One.
That the Republican party in New to make even Albert B. Fall believe for eleven thousand violati6ns of the
that such new profound admiration railroad commission's order command(Continued from Page One)
Mexico has many men who are striv- and
enthusiasm can be a very lasting ing it to run its trains on time. The Burns began to warn the attorney as
not
Is
U.
a
S.
for
Senatorshlp
ing
j attribute.
penalty for each violation is $3,000 he leaned forward.
business has never been in better
As a territory, neitner
The New Mexican, for one, will not ard the railroad is to be sued to re"This has got to stop," shou'ed condition, that the period
surprising.
of over
Think of such a Chairman Dillingham.
party was ever so closely organized stoop to denounce men who have been cover $3,500,000!
capitalization and wild speculation is
on
not
lauded
were
as
leaders
because
until
the
trains
penalty
yesterday
"If the committee Will direct the happily over and that conditions point
a.5 to prevent forceful men of all kinds
," began to an unprecedented era of prosperity.
from forging to the front.
There of the Republican party, especially time!- How absurd is such a statute, witness to answer
During his western trip he has visited
v.ere always two avenues open to an if they have done nothing since then considering the freaks of the weather, Hanecy.
"We have. The committee will take the states on the Pacific Slope and
ambitious man to reach the political to forfeit that confidence except that the possibility of accidents, such as
have announced an ambition to the unexpected disability of a fireman, core of itself."
Arizona and seems convinced
that
footlights, one by way of Washington they
Burns denied he was employed to New Mexico is the peer of them all.
where the politicians as a rule did represent New Mexico in the United an engineer or a brakeman! If any
unSenate. The Knight sans great industrial institution should
work on the Lorimer case generally, He is seriously considering the innot care a tinker's hammer for the Slates
vestment of a large amount of capital
territorial organizations, or the other peur et sans reproche Is still to be dertake to impose such a drastic but as he understood, only on the
found in the New Mexico or in any penalty on an employee who might
feature and to locate witness- here in preference to the more popuby way of the local route.
field. He is still an be late in reporting for work, what es.
other
lous and wealthy
states through
Nor is it surprising that the contest ideal ofpolitical
an outcry the people would raise!
the future.
Recess interrupted the warfare be- which he has traveled.
is warming up; that men and papers
too
too
Texas is
great,
enterprising tween the detective and the attorney.
Financier and Politician.
are beginning to align themselves
and promising to permit herself to
The banking firm of W. N. Coler is
RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC
Burns Was Well Paid.
for this or that candidate.
Every
run wild in this way."
one of the oldest in Gotham and have
SCHOOLS.
thoughtful man has two favorites by
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. When
the hearing was resumed, Burns tes- made a specialty of public securities
this time and every vociferous voter A subject of constant interest to
Bird S. Coler its
is shouting for his choice. Necessarily the writer has been this subject of MUCH MYSTERY
tified that his fees from the Senate for many years.
ABOUT OFFICIALS.. Committee had been about
present head retired from the political
rot every favorite or personal prefer- teaching religion in the public
$2,600.
arena two years ago because of the
ence will be or could be or wants to schools.
There has been so touch
Hanecy Insults Burns.
death of his father and the demands
(Continued From Page One.)
be elected.
The editor is free to con- bitter, not to say fanatical strife over
D.
Clash31.
C, Jan.
Washington,
ot
so large a financial institution on
if
he
had
re
his personal it, that the circumspect editor
fess that
es between Hanecy and Burns conA 28 years of age, he
choice about it, Hon. Frank Springer ft ains from referring to it. There are examiner as published by Albuquer- tinued throughout the afternoon ses- his energy.
of Las Vegas and Dr. W. E. Garrison so many aspects of it, it comprehends que Journal wilfully misquoted. There sion. Hanecy sneeringly referred to was comptroller of the currency of
his native state.
That was in 1898.
of Mesilla Park, would represent
so many deep and broad things that was no reference nor protest against Burns as "the great detective." Burns
Later he was defeated for governor
in the United States Senate, have puzzled philosophers and theolo me nor was my competency or trust- appealed to the committee.
by O'Dell though he carried New
but they are not candidates, they are gians and every inquiring mind, that worthy ess ver questioned. The re"If you don't stop him, I will," he York
At
to
iiiesfA
as
a
examiner
for
City by a large majority.
special
rot being considered and mere per- an editorial can discuss it only from
exclaimed.
the time of his succession to the head
audit the entire affairs of the bank
sonal preference of any one must al- its most practical side.
Lea
Senator
interposed that Mr.
consideration The New Mexican today read care .since its organization about six year Hanecy was insulting the witness and or the firm he was the president of
ways be a secondary
the Borough of Brooklyn.
ago.
to the common weal.
Senator Fletcher declared he was not.
fully a pampniet entitled: "ine ksi-dnarJOHN JOERNS.
Nor is it practical to prescribe hard
Sect," by Bird S. Coler of Kew
Democrats Count on Progressives.
McManus Arrives Tomorrow.
STEEL AND UNION
and fast qualifications to which can- York, who happens to be in Santa Fe,
D. C, Jan. 31. The,
Washington,
PACIFIC LOSE GROUND.
resigned
Although J. B. McMan
didates for a Senatorship should
which deals with this subject and
fight over the question of Instructing
form.
The New Mexican would like from an unasual standpoint, for it last evening as city clerk of Albuquer- the Senate finance committee to reSpecuto bar men who make asses of them- seems that Mr. Coler
urges that que to take the wardenship of the port the Democratic Steel bill within Pronounced Pressure AgainstMarlative Leaders on Stock
selves when they are drunk, and still Christianity of the moef positive kind state penitentiary and the city coun- - twenty days was
Senbegun when the
ket at New York.
it knows full well that some of the be taught in the r.jhli'c schools. It isjcil accepted it, and although Mr. Mc- - ate convened
today. Senator Reed of '.By Special leased Wire in New Mexican)
tomorrow
Fe
in
will
Maims
be
Santa
find
men
to
in
a
States
United
the
greatest
always
surprise
a Democrat, demanded such
Missouri,
New
York, N. Y., Jan. 31. Profor his commission, Governor McDonSenate, men like Webster, were sel- that a ms.vwho has been known
instruction.
nounced
pressure was directed against
still
was
dom sober; it would like to prescribe;
financier, or a political leader ald, this afternoon
Republican Leader Penrose protest- the speculative leaders during the
as to the appointment.
other virtues and other attainments. v
also to him a scholarly side, a vi- ed that twenty days was insufficient morning and the stock matket bebut a man is a man "for a' that,'
idl,'s!on of things that ordinarily inter
Resignation of A. A. Jones.
time for tariff consideration, particu- came decisively weak. United States
file most perfect man morally and est only the dreamer, the altruistic
He expressed some surprise howlarly for hearing Pacific coast inter- - Steel was unloaded steadily,
from every other standpc, l', might agitator, and not the moneymaker.
ever, at the report that A. A. Jones ests. Senator Louge made a point of
standing the fact that the quarterly
cut no more of a figure in the U. S.
"Socialism in the Schools," Eamph-le- t has resigned as chairman of the Dem- oraer ana
Vice President Sherman de- - report was better than had been
No. 2, is the class title of the ocratic Central Committee, although
Senate, as far as ruefulness for the
reference until aiter disposi- - erally expected. The price sagged to
Nation or
commonwealth or the printed monograph, which marshalls this was also known generally,
as iion oi ine
penaing tniiaren s Bureau G2
the lowest of the year and
a
;
in
and
than
people
concerned,
King facts
logic
scholarly language about to occur, right- - after the No- hill,
nnrlv tlirca nninta under thp
to justify a premise and prove a con vember election. He denied
heathy would just now in
alsi
The Senate's vote on the reference fixed for the allottment of stock to
iTjt4 up the atmosphere
above the clusion drawn from it, with which that the
resignation came as the
'
of the bill today may Indicate which
Lake Peaks.
employes.
most people will disagree. Mr. Coler
of differences with the executive. way the
Republican Progressives will
St. Paul touched a new low point
The safest guide, therefore, would aigues skillfully that it is Socialism "It's news to
"Tell line up. It has been
me," he said.
be a man's past record as one who is that is barring instruction in religion
reported a num- on its movement at 104
Union
them for me," he continued,
"that ber of them will take a position with Pacific
able to achieve results. A man may from the public schools. Socialim
and other speculaReading,
there is nothing in the report about the Democrats, as they did on- the tarbe quiet and abstemious and live the that has in turn bent to its purpose
tive stocks also showed the effect of
between Chairman iff legislation of the
any differences
special session.
simple life like Senator W. H. And the prejudices of various sects or deno- Jones and
pressure .rom professional trading.
can
You
not
make
myself.
Children's Bureau Created.
rews, Solomon Luna or Charles Sprin minations against each other. And the
The market closed very weak.
it too
Mr. Jones and myself
A feeble rally occurred just before
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. The
ger and still accomplish vastly more New Mexican agrees with him. But the are the strong.
very best of friends, both per- Senate today, after a
r
defor himself or for others, than half public schools are a type of Social
delivery hour, but the market: soon
a dozen
orators of ism.
Mr. Coler would deny this sonally and poetically. The reasons bate, passed Senator Borah's bill cre- afterwards broke again with violence.
for
Behis
are
evident.
resignation
noble brow and handsome features. just as much as he would deny that
ating a Children's Bureau in the De- United States Steel and Union Pacifwho occasionally mix in the whirlpool churches are in reality an example ing National Committeeman and with partment of Commerce ana Labor. ic were unloaded in
large blocks.
of humanity and whose personal mag of what socialism stands for, collec a campaign coming on, he does not The vote was 54 to 20.
Union Pacific sold 3
below yester
A similar bil is now pending in the
netism wins them friends whenever tivism in place of individualism. But want to scatter his efforts and therefinal figure and United States
day's
fore
the
of
the
resigns
House. ,
chairmanship
they descend long enough from the the fact remains, that whenever colli.an.,.
Steel more than four points , the lat-te- i
clouds to shake hands with the com- lective effort is substituted for in- state organization. As to who will
Senator Gallinger offered an amendThe stock appeartouching 59
mon herd.
dividual effort there must be a tur-- succeed him I do not know. "Mayor ment to investigate the birth rate ed to meet with concerted
support at
when shown the "among all classes of
Thus far there are only four avowed render, if not submergence,
of in Arthur
Seligman,
about this level many thousands of
people."
candidates for the Senatorship on the dividual opinion in the collective re- Las Vegas report that he is to succeed
"If we have race suicidS, it does shares being absorbed.
sultant of many opinions.
Republican side:
As long, Jones as state chairman, sSd it was not apply to the poor classes to which
When weakness threatened to beSenator William H. Andrews.
therefore, as there is no agreement news to him, and that there could be past investigations have been confin- come acute,
supporting orders were
on the fundamentals of religious ncthing to it, as it is for the Cen- ed," said the Senator.
Thomas B. Catron.
distributed. This rallied the list.
Governor William J. Mills.
Altral
Committee
at
will
its
be
at
it
that
impraclong
nieetiug
thought,
Senator Root declared there were Bonds were irregular.
tical to teach religion in the public buquerque on February 12, to choose no classes in the United
Judge Albert B. Fall.
States and
Cotton,
All four have had ample experience schools, or even to refer to it.
a
The
chairman, at which tirHe'also the protested against legislative
New York, N. Y., Jan. 31. Cotton
recogniin public life; all four would be men writer attended public school in Ger- date and place for the state conven- tion of
any.
closed quiet, five points higher. Midwho would serve New Mexico faith- many, where religion was taught in tion to select delegates to the NationThe Gallinger amendment was lost. dling uplands, 9.70;
midilThg guif,
fully and successfully, and not one of its most positive form, where the al convention at Baltimore will be
W. C. T. U. Has Its Inning.
9.90; sales, 2,400 bales.
the four claims to be an angel with- small and large Lutheran catechism selected.
D.
Washington,
C, Jan. 31. "Men
Lead and Spelter.
out faults, without vulnerable points. had to be learned by heart. Yet, as
are divided into three classes: Those
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 31. Lead steady
How foolish, therefore, for an advo- a general rule, before the pupil in
who love their liquor ; those who sell 4.15;
FIGHT
cate of one of these four in prefer- those schools was twelve years old, he
spelter firm, G.356.50.
AROUSING MUCH INTEREST liquor; and politicians who are on
ence to the other three, to sling mud was a rampant little atheist. There
Closing Quotations.!
both
sides
of
the question."
New York, N. Y., Jan. 31. Call
at the remainder.
seems to be no logical connection be(By Special Leased Wira to New Mexican 1
Mrs. R. F. Irvine of Washington, money,
It is praiseworthy, for instance, for tween the practice and
the effect,
prime paper, 3
San Francisco, Jan. 31. Few
Georgia, made that statement to the 4; silver, 58
the Las Cruces Citizen to come out in but such is the fact. It will generally in recent times have arousedfights
mexican dollars, 47;
so House committee on
the open and to declare that it is for work out that way.
Judiciary today copper, 13.7oS5; tin, 43.5044.50;
Unless religion much speculation in (local sporting
at the conclusion of her speech urging lead,
Fall first, last and all of the time; is taught by some one thoroughly circles as the
4.204.30; amalgamated, ' 61;
round match a law
twenty
to describe him as far the ablest, the grounded and in sympathy, it is apt which will decide the
forbidding interstate traffic in sugar, 118; Atchison,
103
futu- alcoholic
pugilistic
liquors.
most eloquent, the handsomest, the to bring about just that negative re- res of "one round" Hogan, and "HarGreat Northern, 128; N. Y. Central,
on
Feathers
man
a
hats
of
fittest
It is therefore better that no lem Tommy" Murphy.
for the United States Sen- sult.
hundred 110
Northern Pacific, 115
deHogan's
women nodded approval.
ate.
The description of Senator religion be taught in the public cisive defeats of "Knockout"
Represen- Reading, 153
Pacu-c- .
Southern
Brown,
tative Carlin of Virginia rained to 107
Fall's virtues by the Citizen would schools, than that it be taught ex-- and Battline Nelson make th
Union Pacific, 161
steel,
bring tears to the eyes of the stone clusively by any one else except the rounder a formidable figure in the the defense of the men. The commit- 59
steel pfd., 109
tee
looked
idols in the Historical Museum, and priest or the minister or the mother lightweight class at least
pleased until ;eiffesenta-tiv- e
in short
if it does not make him votes in the and the father.
Rucker of Missouri spoke up: "I
fights. Whether he can go the twenty
believe all of us are on, one side of the
Legislature, it will at least win him
The Catholics and other denomina- rrund distance now is the question.
attention on account of the loyal tions have solved the difficulty with Murphy is of known
as' his question," he said, "but some of us
ability,
logic which puts up these unanswer tbeir parochial
school. After all, decision over Owen Moran and good don't like to talk about it."
Makes Men's Fine
able questions:
from the
individualistic religious showing in the twenty round about Senate Confirms Kelly's Appointment.
"Is there another man in New Mex standpoint, the parochial school is the with
McFarland
D.
indicate.
A
Packey
Washington,
C, Jan. 31. The
ico public life today who can be com ideal ; the public school"
merely sup- few bets have been recorded with nomination of Harry Eugene Kelly to
pared in mental ability and courage plies a substitute where the church is Hogan favorite at 10 to 9.
bo United States attorney of Colorado,
with Judge A. B. Fall?
Is there a too poor
tot-SHOC HAHUfACTURtRS
or too weak to maintain
was confirmeu by the Senate late tobetter lawyer or a man more able to schools of Its own. This is not popular REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
day.
hold his own in public debate, either doctrine, but it is a fact. To
every one
TJ WATCH CONTESTS.
In a set argument or an impromptu who
believes that there is more to huTHOUSAND STRIKE AGITATORS
discussion of public matters? Is there man
life than just mere physical exis- tBy .Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
THROWN IN JAIL.
a man more accurately informed of tence, it will come home sooner or Chicago, 111., Jan. 31. In the
the present situation and of con later, that religion is the most satis of relieving the contest committeehope
ot
ditions which have brought about this fying answer to the spirit's gropings the Republican National Committee Portugese Government Breaks Back-bon- e
of Revolutionary Move
situation?
Is there a man better and longings for other than material of a large amount of work several
ment at Lisbon.
trained, by both study and experi facts. And poor indeed the child representatives of the organization
ence, to weigh carefully and., act in that is thrust into life without a real were sent into the South this
year to (By Special Leased Wire to New
telligently upon public matters that vision of the spiritual realm through attend conventions held f6f the purMexican)
Lisbon, Jan. 31. Proclamation of
concern New Mexico, than this man? the spectacles of religious faith.
pose of selecting delegations. Then martial law here and
"V"T
the
arrest
Is there a man whose private life and
ot jur $4 Shoe Equals
'?iSi 's
should contests arise, the committee more
than 1,000 of the most active Jther $5 Shoe Made Any
business career are cleaner and more
SANE LEGISLATION.
will have first hand information reamong the
unimpeachable than those of Judge
There is much force to the stateincluding all the
Griffith's
the merita of the claims of members of agitators,
the strike committee, has VE VASRA'T
Fall?"
ment made to the New Mexican by garding
each side.
THEM
virtually broken the backbone of the
Bully for Judge Fall to be able to Bird S. Coler yesterday, that eastern
FINE
HEAVY
and
MEN'S SHOES from
such
strike
which
general
inspire
began on Monday
capital looks with favor upon New STEAMER CRESCENT TRAPPED
panegyric and such
in sympathy with the street car emsome flattery!
Mexico because of its sane constituIN ICE ON LAKE SUPERIOR.
But, when In another column; the tion that seems like an oasis in the
ployes of Evora, province of
;
Citizen stoops to denounce the man West where one state after another Bv
Wire to New Mexican)
Teased
whose election to Congress it advo- has embarked upon an
The repressive influence of the milDuluth, Min Jan. 31. The steamer
experimental
cated with just such flowery rhetoric course in socialism and radicalism. Crescent,
William
of itary under the command of General Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
and consuming fervor, three times in Colorado, Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, Duluth, is Captain in the ice Johns,
near
Two Carvalhal, who had 8,000 troops untrapped
succession, whom it represented to and even California have been in- - Islands nn the Vorth shim ck i
der his orders, has awed the strikers
Call and see my line before
the citizens of Dona Ana county for jured irretrievably by the course of, Grand Marais a week ago with
and tne
car service started
forty
making your purchase.
luc nuuieta no- - cuanu puonc. opinion tnat is rrigh- - tens or
'""6
bound for
Several bombs were
Duluth taSal, today.
man of them all, as a leader who has ' tening conservative Investors. .Cap!-- 1 There Isherring,
no
of a tug being able thrown at the cars as they passed
been the choice not only of the Repub- - tal. always cautious, however, is wait- - to reach her.hope
She carries a crew of lonS the streets; but no casualties
u v. hast vuumiuuweauu
uie i pee wueiuer ine nrsi state legis- - ave.
have been reported.
204 West Palace
(
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bottle-wrappe- r.
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BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

d

4f

y

'a

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.)
ng

money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.
R.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

B. READ.

L. A. HUGHES,

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

F. McKAN'E,

j

4t

:

How About That Fire Insurance? :

:

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

1

I

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL

AGENTS.

:

.

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

THE PALACE

TELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Under the Same Management.

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in

the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms

en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

not-wit-

.

gen-ferre-

Coronado Restaurant

fip-ur-

Short Orders run Day

Furnished rooms in connection.

22

::

Bafts.

Electric Lights

G. Ll'PE

HERRERA,

Prop

Good Food,

Properly Cooked,

silver-tongue-

MORGAN-MURPH-

Regular Meals 25c

Hot & Cold

::

222 San Francisco Street

four-hou-

8

& Night.

Well Served

CAPITAL DINING ROOM,

,26aMAve'

T T is real economy to

install

first-clas-

s

plumbing, even though
the cost is a little more.
The
builder
thinks of wearing qualities rather than first
far-sight- ed

cost.
Get our estimate on a

l-- 2

ex-di-

room for your home.

Santa Fe

i--

ie

Hardware & Supply

IIPA

1

company

GRIFFITH

t,

Dress Shoes

Jf

J

February 14th
Get

this date fixed in your mind.

--

Ale-metj-

Sr--l- al

$2.50 up.

strt

..,

B. TONNIES,
.fflfr--

BOSTON GIVES CARDINAL
O'CONNELL GREAT WELCOME.

;

smallpox.

Arrangements for the reception of
Cardinal were held up for an
the
TP
re
to
Leased
New
Mexlran)
Special
(By
Boston, Jdass., Jan. 31.. A blink- hcut through the discovery that there
the was 'a suspected case of small pox on
snow storm
tempered
ing
Canopic. It had been planned to
warmth of the welcome- to William the
him land at the dock but the
- have
Bosof
O'Connell,
at quarantine obliged the redelay
ton, on his arrival from Rome, where (
committee to take him oft
ception
ne. went, xo receive ine insiguia ui uie
half way down the harbor, landing
the
from
office
In
church
the
high
him at Long Wharf at noon. From
,
hands of the Pope.
there he was escorted to his home on
liGreetings were extended In the
delegaGranby street by fraternal
by tions.
brary of the steamer Canopic
of
the
on
behalf
Bishop Anderson,
On reaching his home, he found a
church by Mayor Fitzgerald, on be- massive arch of welcome in front of
.
'
half of the city and by Edwin Cur- it "
:':
;
'
f
tis, collector ot the port.
To their welcome Cardinal O'Con
Try a New Mexican Want A, tt
nell responded in terms of apprecla- brings result.
i,

Cardinal-Archbisho-

p

-

-

,

,,!

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1912.

r'f--

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

PERSONAL MENTION

1

Before Being Sheared.
(From Judge.
Every black slu e) today was once
somebody's pet lamb.
I

Business

Corporation

Commissioner

H. Van Stone has

Your Patronage Solicited

returned to

George
Estan-cia- .

L. T. Hardy, the miller of Espanola
of the Espanola Milling Company, is in the city on business.
W. D. .Mover, the merchant of Cha-mitarrived in Panta Ee last evening and is a guest at tne Palace.
H. R. Parsons, th. attorney of Fort
Sumner, arrived in the capital last
night and is a gntst at the Palace.
A. C. Voorhees, the attorney of Raton, arrived in the capital last evening and is a guest at the Montezuma.
M. B. Keator, an attorney, arrived
in the city last night from his home

manager

1. 6.

IAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

W. E. GRIFP1N

Established

Asst. Cashier

Incorporated 1903.

1855.

in Tucumcari.

Palace.

R. C. Rankin, assistant
traveling
auditor and bank examiner, arrived in
the city last night from his home in
Las Vegas.
C. S. Pooge, a capitalist from Alamosa, arrived in the city from his
home lav evening and is stopping at
the Palace.
Lee S. Miller, a surveyor for the
general land office, arrived in the city
last night from Carlsbad. He is at

- ON
EMBR OIDERIES
Golden Opportunity
Selections Most Complete
All Styles, Grades and Prices.

I

If you don't need them now, it will pay you to
to lay them away until you do.

it New
it
it

Assortment of French Ginghams for Spring.
COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER.

i

SEL11
K

I

P.

O. Box, 219.

:

BROS. COMPANY,
:

:

:

:

Phone 36

:

BUENA VISTA LOMA
ADDITION
NOW OPEN.

ii

to any one desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

See us

SPECIAL PRICE

at

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

A

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

DVANCE

REAL

showing of Embroideries for Spring
Batiste and Swiss Flouncing,

1912.

All

and Bandings.
Amoskeag

Toile-du-Nor-

All-ove-

rs

fresh, new goods.

and Zephyr Ginghams

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

JULIUS H. OERDES

CASH STORE,

He is stopping at the

San Francisco St.

the Palace.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., the attorney of
Las Vegas, who has been in the city
for the past few days, returned to his
home last night.
George H. Webster, Jr., of Cimarron
Colfax county, arrived in the capital
last night from his home and is registered at the Palace.
S. B. Davis, Jr., newly appointed
United States attorney, and who was
in the capital yesterday, returned to
his home in Las Vegas last night.
A. D. Graham, manager of the Mountain States Telephone system of Albuquerque, arrived in the city last
night and registered at the Montezuma.
Maggie Neff, a magazine writer, of
Harper, Kansas, arrived yesterday
fioin Taos, where she had been gathering material for an article on the
Fueblo Indians.
R. R. Pollock the Albuquerque banker and Mrs. Pollock arrived in the
city yesterday in a motor car. They
were accompanied by W. A. Pollock
and Mrs. Pollock of Clemons, Indiana.
T. J. Guilfoil,
expert accountant
who was engaged in tabulating the
election returns here during the offi-- i
cial canvass, is again in the city, hav- from his
ing arrived last evening
heme in Albuquerque.
Rev. X. C. John, an Assyrian priest
of the Evangelical church from Mesopotamia, is in the city soliciting funds

Ffi

?TETT

for an orphanage to be located in Asia
Rev. John wears a scar inMinor.
flicted by the fanatical Mohammedans
during the massacre a few years ago.
Alvan X. AYliite, !ate superintend
ent of public instruction, who has
been in his former home in Silver
City for the past week returned to
bis duties here last evening. Mrs.
White and the children will follow in
a day or two when they wiil take possession of the new Sparks house here.
The
Cameron
Reverend
Right
Mann, Episcopal Iiishop of North Dakota, arrived Monday evening in Albuquerque with Mrs. Mann; and they
are guests at the Palace Hotel. Bishop Mann has been placed in temporary charge of the Episcopal churches
in New Mexico, dining the vacancy
in the bishopric here by designation
of the Presiding Bishop. He is a
native of New York, about GO years
of age. and was for many years rector of Grace church, Kansas City,
took
until his consecration which
He expects to be in i
place in 1901.
Santa Fe until Monday and will offl- ciate in the Church of the Holy Faitn
Mrs. Mann is an ennext Sunday.
thusiastic antiquarian and greatly interested in the many objects of interest in New Mexico.
They expect
to visit the pueblos of Laguna and
On Thursday an
Acoma next week.
entirely informal reception will be
held at the house of L. Bradford
Prince on Palace avenue, to give
every one who desires, an opportunity
tc meet the Bishop. There will be no
invitations, every one is welcome.
Edward F. Bohm, author of "Carey

In.

a

Buckwheat Cakes and

Syrup

Self-Risin-

Aunt Jemima's
Two-Poun- d

Iv RELIABLE!

ALWAYS WANT RELIABLE MERCHANDISE, but more
so in ine jewelry Line man any
YOU

other line, for you do not buy every day
sell you MUST BE reliable.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED
Reliable Jeweler

Everything

CHINAWATCHES,

Jf Q. YONTZ,

we

CLOCKS

Sao Franciso

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

Pure Maple Syrup

Vegas.

SANTA CRUZ HONEY,
In Comb or Strained.

H.

S. KAUNE

6

CO,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

NO PROFIT ON THE

LADIES'

I
j

-

Act Manual," "Irrigation Finance '
and a wellknown attorney who visits
Santa Fe occasionally, was a visitor
at the New Mexican office and reiterated his delight with Santa Fe's climatic and other attractions.
Martin McHugh, private secretary
of Senator Andrews, has returned to
Albuquerque, after a business visit to
Santa Fe.
Dr. G. R. Hagerthy and Mrs.JHager- thy of Bar Harbor, Main, and Mrs. O.
A. Gamage, of Boston, registered at
the Bureau of Information Saturday.
Dr. Hagerthy and party are en route
to the Grand Canyon and stopped oil
to see the quaint old city of Santa Fe.
Of about forty tourists en route, the
Doctor says, his party was the only
one to make the side trip. He believes
twenty more would have come to Santa
2
Fe had they known what Santa Fe has
to offer tourists. Dr. Hagerthy has
traveled all over Egypt and the Holy
Land and savs that Santa Fe and its
surroundings remind him of the Bible
country. He also says that Santa
Fe is the only place where they have
fonnd local color. He promised to
see that other travelers hear of Santa
Fe, its climate and attractions.
Bird S. Coler, financier and politi
cian, and Mrs. Coler of New York
Manicuring, Massaging, will leave Santa Fe tomorrow morn
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
ing on the Flyer. They are delighted
with Santa Fe and people.
Mannel Vigil, justice of the peace
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, at Santa Cruz, is in the capital on
facial lines, absolutely removed. All business.
kinds of hair work done.
M. J. Stoops, a ranchman from
MRS. Ft. LOPEZ,
near Santa Cruz, is in the city on
343 San Francisco St.
Phone 5075
business.
Douglas Walker left Santa Fe this
afternoon on a motor car trip to
E
GO. Chamita. He will be absent transacting business there for several days.
H. A. Comer, general manager N.
Where Prices are Lowest M. C. R. R., passed through here yes
terday on his way to Santa Fe. He
for Safe Quality.
had been to Torrance on railroad
business. Estancia News.
A. A. Jones, chairman of the democratic state central committee, returned yesterday from a trip to Santa
Fe. Las Vegas Optic.
E. C. Burke, postmaster of this city
Maple
arrived over the A. T. and S. F. last
The January Breakfast Menu
evening from Albuquerque. Dr. J. A.
Massie met him at Lamy, as Burke is
is hardly complete without
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
qnite ill.
Mrs. Carl A. Bishop left the city
We have the Genuine New
last Sunday for an extended visit with
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
her mother, Mrs. T. C. McConnell of
Flour in bulk. If you prefer
g,
we recomthe
Owensboro, Ky.
O. N. Marron, state treasurer, left
mend
the city this afternoon for hfs former
home at Albuquerque. He will be absent several days.
Judge D. J. Leahy, of the district
In
Packages.
court, left the city this afternoon for
his home in Las Vegas.
F. A. Geis, an employee at the Bond
and Nohl Store at Espanola, who has
been in the city for the past three
7f
"MONARCH" BRAND
ft
days, departed for eastern points this
Packed at Burlington, Vermont. morning.
$
Charles A. Spiess, attorney and ReAlso have
leader, and Mrs. Spiess left
publican
"CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP." this afternoon for Las

5.

Big six reel show at the Elk tonight.
Two hours.
A lecturer will take you on a two
hours trip through the E. M. F. factory and show you just how they are
made from the bar of pig iron to the
finished car, tonight at the Elk's
Theatre.
See the race between an automobile
and an aeroplane tonight at the Elk's
Theatre.
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,UR STOCK represents the Fabrics and
styles which are now in vogue in the
country's style centers. Never before have
we been able to show more dependable or
prettier garments. They have a style which
only highly skilled specialists can produce.
Rich appeari ngVoiles, VY oolens,Chiffonsand
Panamas in new stylish garments are being
shown this week at EXTRA SPECIAL
PRICES. We want to call your attention

for Consumption.

The power it creates,

purity and
are Nature's
greatest aid in overits

Mlr

whole-somene- ss

coming disease.
ALL DRUGGISTS

to the careful tailoring of these skirts, the
stitching, hemming and plaiting, and also
to the artistic balance, graceful draping
effects and exquisite appearance of style.

MYSTERIOUS ILLNESS OF
WITNESS IN MURDER CASE
Trial of John B. Sneed for Killing
Captain A. G. Boyce May be
Delayed.
(By Special Leased Wire to New MexTcanl
Fort Worth. Texas, Jan. SI. There
was no improvement this morning in
the condition oi Edward Throckmor-- j

Trimmings are exceptionally pretty and prices are as low
unexcelled
as
buying connection can make them. This week's
BIG SPECIAL VALUES are at prices to start the town a
talking.

I

ton, principal witness in the case of
John B. Snetd, accused slayer
ofj
Captain A. G. Boyce. Throckmorton
was stricken niddenly ill last night.
It is declared he cannot recover.
The mystery of Throckmorton's ill-ness had net neen cleared away dur
ing the Light. There have been told!
many seuwMonal stories to .account
for his condition. One of the mos
widely circulated is that for several
days he has been in the company o;
two men supposed to be private de- tectives unknown in Fort Worth.
As the hour for the opening court
drew near, it was announced
that;
Sneed s attorneys would ask another
delay on the ground that the defen
ses witnesses were absent. It was
Throckmorton
who sat talking toj
Captain Boyce in the lobby of a local
bore! when Sneed stole up and
firing. Boyce was instantly kil-- j

Skirts that we sell regularly at $9.00,
8.00,
Skirts

j

4.25

Skirts

j

Skirts

4.00
3.25

.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

j

THE PRICE MAKERS

ROYAL TAILOR AGENTS.
VICTOR PHONOGRAPH

AGENTS.

E35EEES5E2HSfS

j

be-fa- n

led.

Throckmorton Will Recover.
Ft. Worth Texas, Jan. 3. After!
working all
night over Edward
Throckmorton, regarded as chief wit
ness of the sensational shooting of
A. G. Boyce. physicians today said he
would recover and would be able to
take the stand against John B. Sneed
recused of the killing.
When court proceedings were re
sumed, attorneys of the defense
gan argument for a continuance
the trial.
Cried for Her Children,
The defense said it expected to
prove by testimony of Omaha people,
that Boyce's son and Mrs. Sneed registered in the Nebraska city as Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Brooks and that while
there Mrs. Sneed was often seen cry
ing and heard talking of her child-- (
ren.
It was said that the cashier of the
Midway Bank and Trust Company of
as a
Ualhart has been summoned
witness but that he could not be
found. It was argued that this bank
had been controlled
by the elder
Boyce and Mrs. Sneed.

FINE, NEW BRICK
DWELLING OF FIVE
ROOMS. Centrally located and modern in ev

A

I

FOR SAL!

THIS IS ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN
ery particular.
is
SANTA FE and
going at A BARGAIN if taken at once
handle
will
CASH
this, with long time on balance.
$1800,00

JOSEPH

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

B.

Room 8, Capital City Bank" Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

HOSIE RY:
LADIES' CHILDREN'S AND MEN'S COTTON,
BEST QUALITY.
New Arrival

of Ladies' and Gent's Silk Hose,
ALL COLORS.

ARREST OF LAWRENCE STRIKE
LEADERS HAS NO EFFECT
Tni-to New Mexican)
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 31. The arof
rest
James J. Ettor, leader of the
strikers and his principal assistant,
Arturo Giovanniti, editor of a New
York socialist paper, during the night
or. a charge of being accessories
in
the murder of Anna Loposso. an Ita
lian woman shot Monday night, ap- parently had little effect in the strike
situation early today.
Colonel Sweetser, in command
of'
the military forces, announced today
that he would not allow the strikers
to parade in connection with the fun-- i
eral of Anna Loopsso.
Through the night the police rtation
was guarded by a company of infan-- j
try to prevent a possible attack, ru-- i
trors of which followed Ettor's ar-'- (
rest.
High School Student a Rioter.
Police and militiamen also were
stationed inside the building. Both!
Ettor and Giovanniti pleaded not'
guilty to charges of being accesso-- j
ries to murder when given hearings
j
in the police court today.
Angelo Rocco, a high school stud-ent, who is alleged to have delivered
inflammatory speeches, was arrested
today, charged with rioting.
Judge Handler continued all the
cases until after February 9, holding
the men without bail.
Cavalry Patrols Streets.
Lawrence,
Mass., Jan. 31. The
crowd which assembled today to attend the expected funeral of Miss Loposso was so great that the cavalry
was marched through the streets
while infantry guards patrolled
the
sidewalks. The funeral probably will
be tonight.
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Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.
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Hardy Plants and Flowersfin their Season.
Phone. Black 204.
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
Our display rooms are
are
it. It saves
where
your light bill and
it
pay for,

SAVES THE EYES.
on
open for your
you
using
by having right
inspection, and we have the finest line ot Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
these Inmns are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
the idea
You
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wer behinil the dough must be quick and positive in action
mst produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and holesome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific com
bination of all these desirable qualities. Hundreds of thousands
of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
a pleas
re, and we ask you for your own sake to try K C BaKing
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
Your grocer will return your money if you are
pleased. It will solve your bake-daproblems.

The

i

p,m

,p m

(Connects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, T. M.
Daily except Saturday.
tDaily except Sunday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M.. for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M.,
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1912.

FE XEW 3rfiX!CASr, S.VSTA
Dr. J. McCanne, Fort Sumner.
J. I. Linde, Denver.
B. J. Linde, Denver.
John W. Wilder, Chicago.
George H. Webster, Cimarron.
H. D. Parsons, Fort Sumner.
W. R. Hill, Kansas City, Mo.

8CTUHLliTI0N

How to get the Cook's Book Free
The KC Cook's Hook, eontaimng90 tested.
recipes, sent free upon
receipt oj ine coiorea certificate pat rcu in iiej-cen- s
can. otv;a u today.
Q
r

and DyspepAlthough Indigestion
sia are so prevalent, most people do
tnnf
rthoir
ttlfrnilirhlv
cause and cure. There is no reason
why most people should not eat anything they desire if they will chew-i- t
Many
carefully and thoroughly.
actually starve themselves into sick
ness through fear of eating every good
looking, good smelling, and good tasting food, because it does not agree
with them.
The best thing to do is to fit yourself, to digest any good food.
We believe we can relieve DyspepWe are so confident of this fact
sia.
that we guarantee and promise to supply the medicine free of all cost to
every one who will use it, who is not
perfectly satisfied with the result
no
which it produces.
We exact
promises, and put no one under any
obligation whatever.
Surely, nothing
could Jbe fairer. We are located right
here and our reputation should be suf
ficient assurance of the genuineness
of our offer.
We awnt every one troubled 'with
Indigestion or Dyspepsia in any form
to come to our store and buy a box
of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Take
them home and give them a reason
able trial, according to directions.
Then, if not satisfied, come to us and
get your money back. They are very
pleasant to take; they aid to soothe
the irritable stomach, to strengthen
and invigorate the digestive organs
and to promote a healthy and natural
bowel action, thus leading to perfect
and healthy digestion and assimila- tion.
A 2flc. package of Rexall Dyspepsia

Montezuma.

limrthii-ctan-

S. T. Shell, Denver.
Dr. W. H. Brown, City.
W. D. Bush and Mrs. Bush, City.
J. W. Bothwell, City.
Mrs. R. R. Green, City.
A. D. Graham, Albuquerque.
Alvan N. White, Silver City.

Rafael Garcia, Albuquerque.
E. G. McNabb, St. Louis.
B. Romero, Las Vegas.
C. S. Dixon, Kansas City, Mo.
H. W. Carpenter and Mrs. Carpenter, Detroit, Mich.
H. C. Hope, Port Huron, Mich.
H. L. Dodson, Albuquerque.
A. R. Payne, Denver.
B. Middlekauff,
Chicago.
E. T. Bohn, Cleveland.
T. J. Guilfoil. Albuquerque.
A. C. Voorhes, Raton.
Ccronado.
J. C. Sweet, Cerrillos.
M. Martinez, La Cueva.
James W. Sawyer, City.
M. Mascadones, La Cueva.
HOFELESS MAN OF ALL MEN
THE MOST MISERABLE.
Five Things That St. Paul Called to
the Minds of the Ephesians as
He Wrote From Prison.

easily-mad- e

Mfg. Co.,
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EAST
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THE FORUM

USE THE
"My wish was that the President
Not Friends of Roosevelt.
In an issue of January 27th there should be elected for seven years, and
"Shall be ineligible afterwards.
But the
appears an article headed
Have a Third Term?" It practice adopted, I think is better, alRoosevelt
appears to me that said article con- lowing his continuance for eight
tains a very emphatic negative an- years, with a liability to be dropped
swer to the question, and the answer at half way of the term, making that
The example
is made by Colonel Roosevelt himself, period a probation.
SHORTEST LINE TO
as. quoted by you. He says: ''Under no of four Presidents (that is Washingcircumstances will I again be a candi- ton, and Adams Berving two terms
date for or accept another nomina- each) voluntarily retiring at the end
No
tion for President."
language of their eighth year, and the public
cculd be found more explicit or morel opinion, that the principle is salutary,
emphatic than that. Why then is it; have given it in practice the force of
precedent and usage;
that,
necessary to ask the question?
It seems that some of his fool-- ' should a President consent to be a
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
friends who insult the Colonel by candidate for a third election, I trust
for he would be rejected on this demonworking for a third nomination
him, say that he has not served two stration of ambitious views."
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
terms and hence would not. violate
It must be conceded that we have
the
principle of only two had no greater men as Presidents
terms for any President, but the Colo- than Washington and Jefferson, and
nel explodes that assertion when he they having established the practice
says. "On the 4th of March next, I of two terms only for any President,
shall have served three and a half the people of the United States have
as
almost
years, and this three and a half years observed their example
The wise solemnly as if "precedent and usage"
constitutes my first term.
custom which limits the President to was actually written in the Constitutwo terms regards the substance and tion, as it should be. But if that sacnot the form." Just so, and still a red principle should be violated, what
vigorous campaign is being waged in is there to prevent a fourth, or a fifth
several states endeavoring to procure term, and having readier so far what
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Delegates to the Republican National is there to prevent a term during good
The West Point of th Southwest"
Convention to force the nomination behavior, or during life, as was proRanked by United States War Deof a Citizen who declares that "Under posed in the Constitutional Conveni
partment as "Distinguished Initiatcircumstances, will he again be tion by Hamilton and Governeur Morion." Army officers detailed by Wai
a candidate for or accept another nom- ris?
ination for President."
Department
Then would surely come the claim
Through Academic course, preparHow any man can say that he does to make the office hereditary, and
ing young men for college or business
not believe the above assertion of fit ally, a monarchy, and the end of
life. Great amount of open air work.
Colonel Roosevelt and at the same the greatest Republic the world has
Healthiest location of any Military
time declare that, he is bis friend, is ever seen or ever will see. May God
School in the Union. Located In the
If such avert such a dire calamity from befalbeyond my comprehension.
beautiful Pecos Valle", tne garden spot
It is yet
a man should call the Colonel a liar ling our beloved country.
of the West at an elevation of 3uU
to his face he might expect the "Big fresh in the memory ot most of us.
in
feet above sea level, sunBhine every
Stick" would be iu action in a hurry, that the Republican Convention
but is it not the very same thing Chicago refused to nominate for a
day, but little rain or snow during th
season.
when in spite of the Colonel's vigorous third term one of the greatest, if not
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
friends insist the very greatest soldier this country
language, his
al'. graduates from standard eastern
that he did not mean that he should has produced General Grant, and
bo taken seriously, and did not mean that just after his brilliant service
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
It will be interesting' during the Civil War. All the "precewhat he said?
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
and instructive to all of us to look dents and usages" are against a third
lu all respects.
back and ascertain how this "wise term for our Presidents, and there is
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
not a single good argument in its facustom" originated.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pret.
On September 17, 179G. the Father vor.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
The remedy is yet in our hands,
of his country issued his Farewell
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and in the language of the old proverb
which began as follows:
Address,
and W. A. FINLEY.
"Friends and Fellow Citizens: The "an ounce of prevention is worth a
For particulars and Illustrated caperiod for a .new election of a citizen pound of cure," so let us as good
talogues address:
to administer the excutive government citizens prevent the impending calaCOL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
of the United States, being not far mity and hand down to our children
Superintendent
distant, and the time actually arrived, the sacred examples of Washington
when your thoughts must, be em- and Jefferson, and in the language of
ployed in designating the person who the author of the Declaration of Inis to be clothed with that important dependence, say as boldly as he said
trust, it appears to me proper, es- it: "Should a President consent to be
pecially as it may conduce to a more a candidate for a third term election,
Horse
Remov- iliscinct
of the
expression
public I trust he would be rejected, on this
His
New Mexico.
voice, that I should apprize you of the demonstration of ambitious views."
I am
Sincerely your friend,
arranging to change my business location from Cedai resolution I have formed, theto decline
A. L. MORRISON.
number
among
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am being considered whom
a choice is to
cf those out ot
30
15
Stallions
on
and
Mammoth
Jacks
shipping
Imported
January
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with be made."
It will be readily noticed that the
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood language
used
as
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls en iu the aboveby Washington,is givPalace.
by no
quotation,
and Registered Shropshrire Bucksatvery reasonable prices. Please means so emphatic as that used
D. J. Leahy, Las Vegas.
by
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
Colonel Roosevelt in his statement
W. A. Pollock
and Mrs. Pollock,
W. DeCLOW,
declining a. third nomination for the Clemons, Ind.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la Presidency, but nevertheless it was at R. R. Pollock and Mrs. Pollock, AlI have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship orce accepted as final and no kind of buquerque.
effort was made to induce him to
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar
Iee S. Miller, Carlsbad.
M. B. Keastor, Tucumcari.
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104 change said statement.
John Adams was electd as the seceach, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
Maggie Neff, Hooper, Kas.
ond President he served two terms,
W. D. Meyer, Chamita.
and the great author 'of the DeclaraC. J. Roberts,
Raton.
tion of Independence, Thomas JefferF. W. Parker, Socorro.
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
son, was elected as the third President.
J. S. Pierce, Bitts, Pa.
Referring to the difficulty of
L. T. Hardy, Espanola.
fixing the term of service, and the
PELS
CO.
TING
MLXIUajN
;KEW
C. S. Pooge, Alamosa.
limitation thereof, in the ConstituLocal Agents for
tional Convention, Mr. Jefferson says:
John H. Grant, El Paso.
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USED THE WOULD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ONE DAY.

Always renember the full name. Look
for this signature: on every bos. 25c.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAwT

Facts About Indigestion and Its Relief That Should Interest You.
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PRDFESSIONALjlARS.

Last night in the First Presbyte- rian Church, a very good audience
assembled for the special service that
are being carried on this week and
next. Miss Mary McFie sang the very
beautiful hymn "In His Presence" and
the minister B. Z. McCollough, follow- ed with a sermon in relation to the Tablets furnishes 15 days' treatment
past and then present condition of In ordinary cases this is sufficient to
the Epbesian Church in relation to produce a cure. In more chronic cases
Said he in part: "A a longer treatment, of course
St Paul's work.
is
backward look is, in most cases a necessary, and depends upon the
For such
good thing for any individual. Unless severity of the trouble.
it tends to make him proud of his cases, we have two larger sizes which
own achievements and boastful
of sell for 50c and $1.00.
Remember,
what he has done, unless it makes you can obtain Rexall Remedies in
him a hopeless and helpless impe- - this community only at our store
nitent on account of the 'greatness of The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
his sins, unless it makes him a halt- - Co.. 232 San Francisco St
ing and faltering worker on account
o; his errors in the past though now will change their position and stand
forgiven, such a backward glance and on the other side of the cross and
to him. It enjoy the benefits and blessings for
study will be benificial
will add to his aspiration to do better ever."
The subject tonight will be "a new
r,nd to his thanksgiving for the mer cies and blessings that have attended creature" and the services will begin
at 7:45 as usual
him and made him what he is.
"Now Saint Paul calls upon the be- lievers in the Ephesian Church to RIO GRANDE VALLEY
FARMER SETS EXAMPLE,
look back on their past life and so
contrast it with what they now are in
,
Unscientific
Jesus Christ. He reminds them of, Too Much
five changed conditions.
Then they
Farming in New Mexico is Cause
of Small Yield and Less Profit.
were without Christ. They had not
lost the word Christ as have some
According to Jacob P. Jacobsen, a
today and even as some in later years well known Rio Grande farmer and
backslid in the Ephesian church as 'dairyman living just north of Los
brought out by the letter to the Griegos, a most important considera- rhurr-in the Revelation Here in nnr:tion in making good on a Rio Grande
own city of Santa Fe there are men'valley farm is to conserve the ferti-anwomen of that type, who once lity of the sell and not rob it; and to
were active and enthusiastic in the: stay right on the job year in and year
Master's service and faithful memb - '0"
Long distance farming while
ers in some church but now they are 5 on try to live in town, he say
no good whatsoever so far as reli- - doesn't work.
Mr. Jacobsen has made good on his
gious things are concerned. They
have lost the sweetest name of mortal 100 acres by perseverance and hard
and
tongue. The Ephesians had heard work and by following
nothing of Jlsus as Saviour until Paul scientific methods. He grows wheat
and Priscilla and Aquila had come tokafhr corn, csts and alfalfa on the
then-Cp to that time therefor they same ground in succession in one sea- were without any knowledge of Christ, son; annually disposes of a crop of
or any relationship o Him.
hogs, the Poland China breed being
Thn they were without the Chris- the favorite and has a steady market
tian church, for they were alienated fcr butter from his dairy cows. The
from the commonwealth
of Israel. skim milk is fed to the hogs along
The Jewish faith was not for them. with alfalfa and corn and his sue
They were on the outside since they cess in the big hog business Jacob-sewere Gentiles or heathen. They
attributes largely to the fact that
therefore had no share in the service they get no garbage, and are kept in
and joy of the temple. Now they pens with concrete floors and troughs
have the Christian church with its with comfortable sleeping sheds in
communion, and other sacred ordin- connection.
His milking shed is fully modern,
ances.
"In the third place, they did not with concrete floor and trough, with
have the promises of God. How ten- mangers which slide up so that they
der and sweet and yet strengthening can be swept out clean in a few min
are these promises: We can take Him utes. Jacobsen keeps from eight to a
at his word and find our sins forgiven, dozen milch cows and has kept up the
our burdens lifted, and our strength standard of butter fat by carefully
increased.
from
"Come unto me" and ye breeding upward
registered
shall find rest unto your souls, and stock all the time.
taking Him at his word untold millions have found his promises fulfil- DIED THREE MONTHS
led to them.
AFTER HIS WEDDING
A message to Mrs. J. V. Conway
"Then they were without hope. And
the hopeless man is certainly of all received yesterday from Patterson, X.
men the most miserable. Life in its J., states that her brother, Clyde H.
darkness had no further outlook for Coombs, Chief Yoeman, U. S. X., died
them. It was each day or hour only yesterday in the United States Xaval
as' it came.
There was no true friend Hospital at Brooklyn, X. Y. The dis
to lead and direct; there was no light patch was signed by his wife to whom
in the
darkness of eternity. They Mr. Coombs had been married but
might struggle for the same but real three months.
and abiding hope came in only with
Clyde Coombs was the son of C
the Christ who brought life and im- W. Coombs, a former employee of the
New Mexican.
The young man was
mortality to light in his Gospel.
"Ana in the first place Paul re- - well known here having spent a leave
minds them of the fact that they were of absence in the city five years ago
without God. He did not tell them! He entered the navy as an apprentice
that they were without gods. ThatU'oy eleven years ago and worked
would have been false. For even in himself up to the rating held at death,
their own city of Enhesus. there was His parents are now residents of
tiie great temple to Diana. The Ephe- Seattle, Washington.
sians knew what it was to bow down
to geds even as many of out own peoMEN RISK TOO MUCH
ple know today.
But yet they did
vhe only true and everliving
not
God, Jehovah for evermore.
Life Insurance companies now are
"Ttese then were the five things very careful about issuing policies to
that Paul called to the mind of the active men over 35 years old for the
Ephesians as he from prison wrote chances are that they have impaired
unto them. What a change had come their health greatly by overwork.
about in their lives! What was the
Of course, if steps are taken in
cause of it? Well It was simply due to time, this damage can be repaired.
the. fact that they changed their posi- Mr. Everett Neely of San Antonio,
tion in relation to the Cross. They Tex., says in a recent letter:
had. been
standing on the darkened
"My health failed lately owing to
aide of the Cross with their faces overwork, and as I did not get better
away from the light. They now took after a month I began taking Vinol
their stand on the other side with It has given me a better appetite,
their faces to the light. It meant for- helped me to sleep and built me up In
giveness, peace, rest and useful ser- general so that I now feel like my
vice. They had been brought nigh former self. It is a great pleasure to
by the blood of Jesus.
recommend Vinol to everyone who
'
"Today there are men who are needs a strength irenewer."
standing in the first position of the
Every man, woman and child who
Ephcbians. They have no hope, no is in poor health, weak, nervous and
strength to overcome their baser ap- ought to know that Vinol
petites, they are drunkards, gamblers, is exactly the right thing to build
licentious
persons, or even moralists. them up and make them strong again.
- .
U
0
iub wrung blue ui iub It is made from tresh cod livers and
Itsi uc? aie uu .V.
Cross. They are living a Christless tonic iron, without any. oil and is de
life and exerting a Christless influ licious to take. We guarantee Vinol
ence. Some of them will go down to,, to do Just what we "say and give back
a Christless grave and arise without your money if it does not. The Capi-Christ for the judgment Others tal Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
.Slip-shod-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
17-1- 8

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-atLa.-

.

Practice in tje Distri t Court fe
fteii as before tne Supreme Court o.
the tern too.
New Mexico,

uati Cruces,

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-Lav-fractlc-

e

in the District and supreme Courts.
Prompt and carerus
attention given to all business.
Banta

re.

New Mexico

G. W. PRICHARO

Attorney and Counsiillor a. Law
Practice In all the District Court
and gives specla: ateitnn to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
OfflcB: Laughlin Blfe, Santa F. N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorn y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexlcoi
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attornov-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. 11.
Formerly Special Agent,

G. L. O.
a Specialty

Land Claims and Contest

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice In tfr courts and befors
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

branch

Estan-cia-,

Office

N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHA.M,
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in all tha Courts and
fore the Interior Department

Be-

New Mexico.

Taos,

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexle
JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Practices before all the courts ot

...

the State.
Office with B. M. Read, Esq.

j

d

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.

-

I

n

run-dow-

i

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Latrfs, Mines, Bonds & Stock.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tare
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos tounty.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.

Taos,

WARREN C. WADE
Instructor in Voice
Highest Recommendations.
1S1 Palace Avenue.

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

,

OFFICE HOURS.

1

to

3

P.

M

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.
Rooms 1,

Phone Red

2

and 3.

6.

Hours 8a. m. to
And by Appointment

Office

5

p. m,

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
2 t, V p. iai. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
comNew
Mexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use ot justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall fall
index In front and the fees of Justices
ot the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and CrlirinrJ .. 4.0C
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3'. pages each, or wits

ooth civil and criminal hound In on
book, 80 pases civil and 320 page
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
W "5
Civil or Criminal
For 45 cents actional for a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for s
oomblnation docket, they will Ve sent
oy mail or prepaid express. Cash la
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading is wasted.

FOR GRAZING PERMITS.
Notice Is hereby given that all applications
for permits to graze cattle, horses, sheep and
within the Pecos National Forest durinK
goats
at
the season of 1912 must be Bled in my office
March
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on inor before to
the
information
1812.
Full
regard
I,
grazing fees to be charged and blank forms to

APPLICATIONS

be used In making applications wul be furnished upon request. THOS. R. STEWART
Supervisor.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1912.
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General Orders,

Office of

J

No. 2.
)
1. The Infantry Drill
1011, are hereby adopted

VEGETABLE

ORDERS

Junnnrii J, 1U1J.
Regulations, United States Army,
for the use of the National Guard of

strictly observed.
2. Until the infantry equipment, model 1910, is issued, first
Sergeants of Infantry will be armed with the revolver only.
By command of the Governor:
A. S. BROOKES,

Official:

Adjutant General.

A. S. BROOKES,

Adjutant General.
Special Orders
No. 2.

1

Office of

General.
the Adjutant
JVeirSanta
Fe,

)

January

C3,

Mrxieo,
1'jU.

Captain M. S. Murray. TJ. S. Army, retired, will proceed
to Portales, N. M. on February 2nd.'l912, for the purpose of

mustering in the Compamy of Infantry which lias recently
been organized at that place.
Upon completion of this duty, Captain Murray will return
to his proper station.
The travel directed is necessary in the Military Service.
By command of tiie Governor:
A. S. BROOKES,

Official:

Adjutant General.

A. S. BROOKES.

Adjutant General.
Circular
-

No.

Office of

the Adjutant General,
Santa
Mexico,
Fe,

1.

.w

January l'7,

The following communication has been received from the
and is published for the information of all

War Department

concerned:

"WAR DKPARTMENT.
OKFICK OF THE CHIEF OP STAFF,
DIVISION OF MILITIA AFFAIRS,

310ti-

-

WASHINGTON.
January 22, 1912.
The Adjutant General,
State of New Mexico,
Santa Fe.
Sir:
I am directed by the Secretary of War to inform vou as
follows:
The plans for the joint maneuvers of the Regular Armv and
Organized Militia for the year 1912, so far as tliev relate to
the Organized Militia of your State, are as follows:
A maneuver campaign, to be
in by the troops
of tae Regular Army stationed participated
in the vicinitv of San Francisco, California, and at the Presidio of Monterey, California,
and the Organized Militia of Arizona. New Mexico, Utah and
California. This maneuver must be so arranged as to involve
no expense for the transportation of the regular troops
engaged.
The details of the organization of the opposing forces, so
far as militia troops are concerned, will be
left to the Commanding General, Western Division.
Tliis maneuver campaign will be similar to the one conducted
in 1909 by the Commanding General, Department of the East,
in the vicinity of Boston, Massachusetts, and to the one
participated in by the Organized Militia of Massachusetts in
the month of July, 1911. To this end the general and special
situations will be so worded as to insure a large measure of
control by the chief umpire over the contending forces. This
control will be secured by having an imaginary superior
commander over the commander of each of the contending
forces. The authority of this imaginary commander will be
centered in the chief umpire, and will be exercised by him in
such manner that
(a) The maneuver campaign will be continuous from the
first to the last day;
(b) The marches of the militia contingents of the contending forces will vary from five to seven miles on the first
maneuver day, to ten to twelve miles on the last maneuver
day;
(c) Both contending forces, outposts and reconnoitering
bodies excepted, will remain in their cainps during all of at
least one day, during which time they will solve minor tactical problems;
(d) In all marches and other operations connected with,
the maneuvers proper, consideration will be given to the conditions prevailing in militia organizations just called into
active field service from civil pursuits;
(e) The hour for terminating the maneuver on each day
will depend on the situation on that particular day and will
not be known in advance to the commanders of the forces
engaged.
It is requested that you furnish this office at the earliest
practicable date the following information:
1. The specific organizations of the militia of the State
which the State authorities would order to participate in this
maneuver campaign if so authorized by the Federal Government, and providing the expenses incurred could be arranged
in a manner satisfactory to the State.
2. The same information as in (1), assuming that the sum
alloted from the "Encampment and Maneuvers" appropriation this year to the State was the same as that in 1910'
namely, $30,000.00.
3. The amount of money the State authorities can and
will make available for meeting the expenses of the militia of
the State participating in joint maneuvers, this year, as follows:
(a) Amount from funds now remaining to the credit of the
State under Section 1601.
(b) Amount from funds to be allotted to the State under
Section 1661 on July 1, 1912.
(c) Amount from any available State funds.
4. What period would lie most acceptable to the State for
these maneuvers:
(a) Month. (B) Days of month, including travel to and
from the maneuvers.
5. Any additional suggestions or facts in connection with
this subject.
For obvious reasons, this information should reach this
office at the earliest practicable date, and in any case not
later than February 10, 1912.
The paragraphs of your reply should be numbered to
correspond with the paragraphs of this letter.
Very respectfully,
(S) RK. Evans,
Brigadier General,
Division
of Militia Affairs,
Chief,
For the Chief of Staff."
The War Department has been informed that August
would be the most feasible time for holding the maneuvers.
By Command of the Governor:

Semi-Ari-

DImdummeries

New Mexico.
With a view to insure uniformity throughout the National
Guard, all infantry drill formations not embraced in this
system are prohibited, and those therein prescribed will be

'

KINGDOM

"Whachu doin'?" queried the small
boy as he peered cautiously out of the
back gate into the alley where the
apartment house janitor was superintending the cremation of a rubbish
The small boy's nostrils
heap.
twitched appreciatively as he sniffed
the bonfire.
Mike, the janitor, looked all around
and then cautiously said: "Hist!" and
crooked a finger.
"What is it?" gasped the small boy
as he tiptoed hurriedly out and joined
Mike on the windward side of the
blaze.
"It's a clllybration, of mine" the
janitor explained. "Every wance in a
while I go through the rites."
"What rites?" in an awed whisper.
Mike poked in a recalcitrant wad of
excelsior and, after swatting the blaze
around the edges, put one fist on his
hip. "You didn't know," he remarked,
'that I was chief of the Dimdum-merie- s
before I came to this country,
did you? Well, I was!"
The small boy dragged up a box
that had escaped the blaze and sat
down on it very close to Mike. "Tell
me," he begged.

d

PAGE SEVEN

TRUST

ReS'-ons-

Houston, Tex. Line of the oddities
of the vegetable kingdom is the
Saniuela. or Sierra Blam.-- yucca, of
southwestern Texas. The Samuela is
related, botanioaHy, to the arborescent
yucca, or Joshua nee, of the Mojave
TOWN
dessert, and to tie Spanish bayonet, BOOST YOUR HOME
that thrives throughout the semi-ariregion of the southwest. However, in If It Is Good Enough to Live in It la
Good Enough to Say a Good
appearance it resembles neitlier.
Word For.
It prows to h. height of from 10 to
20 feet, usually in straight, columnar
Every man ought to be a booster
for his home town. If that place is
good enough for him to stay in and
as a place for him to make money, it
ought to be good enough to say a
good word about.
Too often we hoar a dealer complain that the "old town is (leader
than a door nail." If it is, who made
is so?
It is the men who "knock"
instead of getting under the foundation of the place and lifting. It is
the fellows who inform every visitor
that they wish they were birds so
that they could fly to other places
more congenial.
What happens when these fellows
do get enough money together to
strike out to some other place? Do
they forget their habits of depreciation? Not so you could notice it.
They soon get to saying the same bad
things about the new location and
wish they were back where they
came from.
There are thousands of towns in
this grand old country of ours that
The Samuela.
are only waiting for the undertaker
form, without branches. At the top is to get busy to recover from their
a creat number of smooth,
stunted conditions and start to live
leaves, each of which tapers to a point again.
It has been the "knockers"
at the end. As new leaves develop that have
the towns down and
the old cues die. shrivel and turn driven the kept
retail trade to the mail orback along the trunk, which is thus der houses and the
big cities.
sheathed in a thatch-likcovering of
When a visitor comes to town say
recurves iaves. The plant is without all the
good things you can about it.
particular economic value, although When a
wants anything do not
the fibrous leaves are utilized by the sent him buyer
to the city or county seat
in
Indians
for it by not being stocked.
and for similar purposes.
Re the first one to breathe life into
the old town and see how quickly
STOCKMAN LIVES IN 4 STATES others will be taking longer breaths,
too. Boost for the place where you
Puzzled to Know in Which of tha live and do business. If you cannot
boost, get out. and give someone a
Commonwealths He Rightfully
chance who will. Farm Machinery.
Belongs.
1

llPlii

"The DImdummeries," explained the
janitor, "is a flourishing society in
the ould country that has communica-shun- s
with ghosts an' fairies an'
an' sperits In general. Whenever a
Dimdummery wants to talk to a fairy
all he has to do is build a magic
on a spot hit by the light of the
full moon for five minutes
on a
That's very imChuesday
night.
portant, picking out the right spo- -.
And lay the first sticks pointing toward the north!"
The small boy peered at the base of
the bonfire, but the janitor sighed.
"They ain't any spots that the light
of the moon hits on a Chuesday night
In this neighborhood," he mourned.
"That is, ixcipt some that is occupied
by buildings and otherwise engaged.
But I say the magic wds over my
fires and pretind it's a glade I'm in
Chicago. Dispatches have brought FLOWERS IN SCHOOL
ROOM
and that there are fairies peeking to Chicago the most doleful predica"
ment of Fred Tei ron, stockman. Regout
Nature Never Fails to Awaken Inter"Did you did you ever truly see a ularly the name of Mr. Terron's state
est and Enthusiasm of Young
or
would
be
but
county
the
appended,
fairy, Mike?" the small boy almost
Children.
dark-gree-

bon-fir-

e

i

e

basket-makin-

crmf

"Wlll-ie-ie-ie!-

n

y

1--4

31.
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were unable to
correspondents
whispered.
the world further about the
The janitor laughed condescendingly. "Did I iver see a fairy, now!" ho stockman, because he himself does
repeated, scornfully. "Well, listen to not know in which of four states he
that! Ain't I telling you how I was lives.
His position is most puzzling, not
the chief of the Dimdummeries and
what for would they be making me to say embarrassing, above all, when
chief if I couldn't see more fairies he visits foreign parts and wants to
than any other man in the county? put his place of habitation on the hoThere was one fairy who look out, tel register with his name, lie Is
you'll he in the fire, now! who used literally a man without a state. He
to pop up just as sociable an' smoke gets up each morning in 1'tah, eats
a pipe with me ivery time I lit a fire breakfast in Colorado, which his wife
for him! Wance he said: 'Mike, I prepared in Arizona, and smokes his
like you you're a fine lad, an you fcipe after supper in New Mexico. He
may have two wishes anything you
ask shall be granted!' "
"I know what I'd have asked for!"
breathed the small boy. "An airship
"
an'
yCOLOf?ADO
"Airship!" Mike repeated in disgust. "That shows your heedless
A real sensible
person
would have asked for a wagon load
of money, wouldn't he? An' then he
could-- a
got a fleet of balloons an'
everything."
"Oh, of course!" agreed the small
"Of course
boy, much embarrassed.
he would! But what did you do with
all your money, Mike? If I was as
rich as that 1 wouldn't work."
MEXICO
.JTBZ0jm
The janitor coughed and was very
busy stirring the fire. "What did I
do with it?" he repeated,
scowling
"I'll tell yer much as I
Diagram of Terron's Home.
horribly.
hate to do it. I stuffed it into old
on all these multifold activicarries
stockings, av coorse, and tuk a board ties under his own roof
tree, since his
off the wall and chucked 'em into the
ranch extends into the four states
cavity. They was banknotes an' the mentioned and his house
occupies the
rats and mice ate 'em up. I should exact
point where the boundary lines
have wished for a bank that cudn't
join.
fail, for my second wish, an' then I'd
have been a rich man today. Instead
ARE MAKING
EUROPE RICH
"
of wishing as I did for for
"For what?" demanded the small
Americans Spent $200,000,000
Last
boy.
Year Abroad Money Belonged
"Candy," confessed the janitor, sorin America.
rowfully. "I couldn't think of anyso
wanted
I
much
as
of
thing
plenty
Washington. About 290,000 Amerl-can- s
candy and I got it and ate it all up
went abroad during the last fisand that was the end of it!"
cal year and spent fully $200,000,000
on passage across the Atlantic, hotel
The smafl boy swallowed apprebills, railway transportation, amuse"Still, you had it," he ments
ciatively.
nd for miscellaneous
pursaid philosophically. "That wasn't so
to a statement by
poses,
according
A. s. Brookes,
awful bad. Did you get chocolute an' lohn Ball
Osborne, chief of the bureau
Adjutant General.
car'mels and lemon sticks?"
Official:
of trade relations of the state departall
the
"Oh,
kinds,"
A. S. Brookes,
janitor said, ment.
loftily. "I was sicker'n
you ever
Of this number 220,000 were about
Adjutant General.
dreamed of being, I tell, you! It kind equally divided between first and secof soured me on that fairy an' I gave ond cabin passengers, with an averOffice of the Adjutant General,
him the cold shoulder after that, but age expenditure of $800, and the reSpecial Orders
isania je, jsew Mexico,
It didn't matter because right away mainder were steerage. These fig)
No. 3.
January 27, 1912.
the prettiest fairy I ever saw began ures do not Include the large sum an1. 2nd Lieutenant A. B. Seay is relieved from duty with
"
coming out of a rose bush that
nually spent for jewelry, clothing and
Co. "M," 1st Infantry ,"and transferred to the unassignedlist.
"Oh, tell me all about it!" de- other articles.
2. The following promotion, subject to examination, in
manded the small boy ecstatically.
The cost of runnjpg the municipal
the National Guard of New Mexico, is announced, to date
"
came down from the governments of 16 of the larger cities
from today:
back porch of one of the flats.
1st Sergeant Jont G. Tyson, to be 2nd Lieutenant. TST
during the calendar year 1908 was
"There's your mother now," said only $274,000,000. This includes outLieutenant Tyson is assigned to duty with Co. "M," 1st
Mike. "And anyhow the magic fire's lays for general and special service
Infantry, and will report in person to Capt. Molinari for dutv.
all burned out!"
By Command of the Governor:
expenses such as police and fire proA. S. Brookes,
tection, health, highways, charities,'
General.
Adjutant
A Nice Point.
hospitals, education, recreation, etc.
Official:
"A large part of this vast amount
"Every student of history knows
A. S. Brookes,
that our Christmas customs are a de- is undoubtedly spent in France, parAdjutant General.
ticularly in Paris," said Mr. Osborne.
velopment of Roman Saturnalia."
"Just pause a moment and think of
"Oh, surely not all!"
that
$200,000,000 was kept in this
"I
so."
think
suitable for feeders,' and below the
COMPLAIN OF SLOW
he continued, "it would buy
country,"
no!
There's no reason to sup"No,
MOVEMENT OF BEEF. upper crust in quality have
loaves of bread for each one
according- pose, for instance, that the Romans 44
ly suffered 25 to 50 cents in the last
were all the time being hunched to one of the 90,000,000 of men, women
or supply at least a half
Liberal Orders for Fresh Pork Mut-to- two weeks in the way of a
do their S&turnalian shopping early.'' and children,
cut.
price
dozen skirts to every man over
Market - Languishing
Good to choice feeders are in demand,
Puck.
eighteen years old.
and Prices Are Off.
Must Do Duty to the Country.
Satan What are' those" "two automo-bilOf course, everyone recognizes the
fellows fighting about?
(Bv Special Tjeased Wire to New Mexican) EDWIN HAWLEY DENIES
of the Democratic leaders to
right
THAT HE IS DEAD. make
Kansas City. Stock Yards, Jan. 31.
Assistant They just got into an ar
political capital by opposing the
Packers continue to complain of the
gument overwhether this place ought
president, but there is a strong dispoto New Mexican)
Specfnl Leased
to be air cooled or water cooled.
sition on the part of the public to deslow movement of dressed beef at (BrNew York, N. wire
Y., Jan. 31. Like
Puck.
business afconsuming points, buyers have orders Mark Twain, Edwin Hawley, the rail- mand that the every-dafairs of men shall not be used as a
on
further
down
bear
road
market
til
the
said
magnate,
today when told football in congress. This sentiment
j
instructions are received. They say of reports that he was dying, that is
Undoubtedly.
likely to become very potent. InOldblood My family
came
over
that pork loins can now be put on the the reports "were greatly exaggerat- deed,
if popular measures are delayed
with William the Conqueror.
ed. I have had a little touch of nertables of consumers around 12
or defeated simply because they are
Newblood Weil, mine went ovei
cents per pound, which shuts out beeT vous indigestion,'' said Mr. Hawley,
proposed by a Republican president. to see George V. crowned, and I
gueei
la many cases. Steers of a class not "but I do not regard it aa serious."
Washington Post,
it cost a lot more. Harper's Bazar.
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ODDITY

Queer Plant Without Particular Economic Value Which Thrives in

The

the adjutant oeveral.

f? SflCXICAN, SANTA

In some Kuropean countries, notably

France and Belgium, bowers and
plants have been made a conspicuous
as well as an official feature of all

schoolrooms. In the September Issue
the Craftsman, a writer tells a great
deal of the workings of some of the
most notable of the schools. One
teacher is quoted as saying: "We are
counseled In our country schools to
teach our children beauty In all its
possible expressions, through books,
pictures, sculpture; but I have found
that my little pupils are neither old
enough, advanced enough, nor alert
enough to understand the masterpieces
of great achievement.
Most famous
pictures and books have failed to Interest them. On the other hand, I
have found that nature never falls to
awaken their enthusiasm. So we live
and study close to her ample, kindly
heart, and our lives are filled with the
beauty that the greatest artists cannot quite achieve."

of

The Clothes Peg Woman.
Women cynics complain men are
more Interested in thin, shapeless
girls than they are in healthy,
young women. They assert
when men take brides they want the
"clothes-pewomen" rather than the
women who undoubtedly are healthy
and strong. They cannot understand
why the spiritual quality and the mental equipment of women should count
more than health and strength.
In
answer to those cynics, statistics are
produced by both men and women to
show that not even In the days of
ancient Greece, when womaahood Is
supposed to have reached its perfection, were women bo well developed
and healthy as tbey are today. Dr.
Sargent, the Harvard Instructor of
physical culture and one of the recognized authorities on physical development, says women are stronger and
have reached more nearly the Ideal of
perfection than at any other time In
the history of the world. He Insists
while the statues of women that have
come down to us from Greece may
represent an almost perfect type of
physical beauty, the sculptors who
carved those statues were working in
the Ideal rather than in the real.

d
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Novel Way to Announce Engagement.
A novel scheme recently was used
to announce the engagement of Faye
Cleaver Bruen, of Oakland, Cal., to
Richard Yates Hoffman, of Chicago,
both of whom have many society
friends in the states. Mrs. William
Gould Bruen, mother of Miss Bruen,
gave a dance in honor of her daughter
and invited thirty young society persons of Oakland. Hoffman also was
present. The initials of the dance
numbers spoiled Miss Bruen's and
Hoffman's names, but that was not observed until after the announcement
of the engagement was made in another way. As an extra dance was
announced the guests gathered in a
circle round a large tissue-pape- r
bag
uspended from the ceiling. Each per
son grasped a string and at a given
cata
signal pulled. Papier-machJumped from the hag, and each had a
card announcing the engagement
"The cat was let out of the bag" In a
truly surprising way.
According to Report.

V.l

QUESTION

Democratic

to

Legllation

Will

HOUSE
Needed

Ee Resen'-e-

by the Country.

The purpose of Representative
the Democratic
leader lu
the lower house of congress. Is to
keep the tariff to the front In that
body this winter and relegate the
trust question to the background He
believes that plan will be the must advantageous for his party In next
year's presidential campaign.
Vet he will And this
dllllcult
course to steer. There is a widespread
popular desire for some kind of trust
legislation and the politicians In congress are likely to bring the subject
up as frequently as possible, if for no
other reason than to make apepals to
the gallery for personal advantage.
There are dozens of trust hills and
resolutions In the house now, left over
from the last session. And more are
sure to he introduced. The trusts
and all big corporations
may expect
in congress this winter
attacks by
wind, at least.
Hut there is reason to believe that
efforts at trust legislation during the
coming session will be confined to
noise. Conservative opinion in Washington is that there will be no vital
trust legislation changing or supplant
ing the Sherman law for at least a
year. The senators and representatives are a little afraid of the question. It is something with which they
can easily burn their fingers and Inflict great damage on the country.
It is more than possible that all
that will be done with the trust question this winter will he to form a plan
for careful study of its difficulties,
with a view to future legislation.
The President on Arbitration.
In a speech at Lincoln, Neb., during
his recent tour, President Taft briefly
discussed the arbitration treaties and
the policy which they embody. What
he said is worthy of his own high
character,
worthy of an American
president. It is true, as he said, that
the whoie world looks to this nation
for leadership in the peace movement.
Nor has It looked in vain, lor we have
done much to promote the cause of
arbitration. In a sense, we are already
committed to the policy, for we have
arbitrated many of our differences
with other nations.
We are better fitted for the performance or this great task than any
other nation. Having no entangling
alliances, and being almost entirely
dissociated from Kuropean interests,
there is small danger that we shall be
suspected of having selfish or sinister
motives. The opportunity is ours,
and the responsibility for making the
most of it rests heavily upon us. Our
very size and strength impose a duty
on us, as Mr. Taft points out in the
following words:
"We are not looking for insults from
other nations, and we don't fear insults from other nations. We are big
enough, even if we should be insulted
by anybody, to do what a great, strong
man does when he is Insulted under
conditions where he can restrain himself at all. He holds himself In and
says: 'I am a greater man because 1
resist the temptation to lick your pusillanimous little body.' "
That surely is the right attitude for
a great and powerful and brave nation to hold. The fear lest we may be
"insulted" is the child of cowardice.

j
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Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.

FOR RUNT A nicely furnished
room. Phone .Main
or call 202
Cbapelle St.
23-1- ,

WA.NTKI)
At
once
apprentice
girls to learn tailoring trade. Apply
Capital Tailors.
f'.odd

YV.WTKi)

tal Rooming House
K.

O.

plain cook. CapiDining Room.

WANTED 'litl for general house
work and cookii.g. Apply Mrs. Forn-off- ,
110 .Manhattan avenue.
MaFOR SALE Singer
Sewing
chine with
attachments. New.
A bargain.
142 Marry St.
lat-cs-

ROOMS FOIv. KENT One, three,
or five nice,
comfortable rooms
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally nice and well suited for
boarders.
d--

TYPEWRtTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
piatena furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a" rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewritea guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
snp-plie-

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.
communi
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a
7.30.

ALAN It. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. R

UNNEi, Secreia.?.
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
L R. A. M. Regular

convocation second
Monday of each moata
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m,
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
T!t,'(V,j

(fjr
WHY

Santa Fe Commander
conclave lourth Men.- day in each month at
Masonic Han at 7:56
P- -

m- -

CiiAS. A. WHEELON. E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

C

Santa Fe tiodge et
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each moat
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata,
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

32.

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

What Will Congress Do About It?
Secretary.
President Taft has placed squarely
before the country his progressive
b. p. o. e.
views on civil service. His "chalSanta Fe Lodge Nc
lenge" at a convention of Internal revB. P. O. E. holda
enue officers has caused much comits regular session ox
ment. He said:
the second and fourtL
"They have charged me with using
of each
Wednesday
patronage to accomplish
something.
month. Visiting broth"
If I have, I have not been conscious
era are inviteu and
of it. But I challenge the men who
welcome.
make the charge to come forward and
CARL A. BISHOP.
join with me In legislation which will
Exalted Ruler.
enable me to put every local officer, J. D. SENA,
be he postmaster, internal revenue colSecretary.
lector, customs collector or anybody
F. W. FARMER
else filling an office of the United
States In any of the states of the
Homester.d No.
Union under classified civil service.
2879.
But they won't do it at least they
Brotherhood
of
won't do it now."
American Yeomen
A year ago the president asked conMeets
Second
gress to enact immediately a law givand Fourth Thur
ing power to the executive to include
days. Fireman'!
In the classified service all local offHall. H. Foreman,
icers outside of Washington whose apA. E P. Robinson,
pointments now require confirmation
Cor. kc. Fred F.
He recommended the
by the senate.
Aland.
extension of the merit system to first,
second and third class postmasters,
Santa Fe Cam
collectors of internal revenue, collec13514, M. W. A.
tors of customs, surveyors of customs
ineets second Tuesand appraisers.
day each month, no
The best thought of the country apcial meeting tUra
proves the president's stand on this
at Elk
Tuesday
subject. What will congress do? The
Hall. Viflting neigh.
Issue cannot be dodged. Congressmen
must show themselves for or against bora welcome.
A- - Q. WHITTIER.
the extension of civil service.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Possibly Waking Up.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Champ Clark remarks that be has
nothing more to say at present. Perhaps he has run across the picture of Department, of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
the parrot that confessed It had talked
too much.
January 11. I!il2.
Ccpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest
Notice is hereby eiven that. Fred
Clokey, of Glorieta, N. M., who, on
June 2, 1906, made homestead No.
for the Ad Writer.
for Lot 4, Sec, 3, Lot 1,
"The. Ad Writer and His Duties'
SE1-4- .
was the subject of a lecture by Frank sec. 4, T. 15 N.. and SE
Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
Leroy Blanchard before the Twenty-thir.street branch of the New Yora E, N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
Y. M. C. A. class in advertising.
"To be a good advertising writer," proof, to establish claim to th land
said the speaker, "one should have 8 above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
good
education,
business
possess
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,
sense and the ability to express
1912.
iu English clearly and forcibly.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"Put into print the strongest sellinc
R. N. Clokey. Albino Encinias. Can.
points of the article offered. Tell the
story simply, avoiding long and un Ios Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all ol
common words; do not misrepresent Glorieta, N. M.
By Jinks, ft seem
MANUEL R. OTERO.
even to the slightest degree the qua!
When days are no l,
Ities of the advertised article. Decep
'Tis always cool
Register
we
not.
are
Where
tion breaks down confidence and lose:
An Epidemic of Couahlna
further sales to the same customer
Don't try to be funny, the public pre Is sweeping over the town, Old and
Creed and Deed.
"The woman whose husband wai fers to seek its humor elrewhere that oung alik are affected, and the
killed in master's factory is below In the advertising columns of th( strain is particularly hard on li.tlts
children and on elderly Deonle. Fo
newspapers they read.
with her three children."
"Simplicity, directness, brevity and ley's Hoiw-- and Tar Compound is a
"Tell her to go away. I am practio
ing for the charity concert and can strength should be the qualities aimec quick, safe and reliable cure for all
at"
coughs and colds. Contains no opianot
disturbed." Der
Wahr
be
tes. For sale by all druggists.
Jacob. . . .
.
9492-0740-
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The Home of Quality Groceries
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Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at Goebels.
Vantines toilet luxuries appeal to
the discriminating woman Zook's.
Page three will be an eye opener
m
tomorrow. Watch it.
25c and
Preventative,
Menengitis
!
50c bottles. Butt Bros. Co.
8$
Dance Saturday Night. There will
WHEN UP THE STUMP CALL US UP
dance at the
be a
Hotel Palace Saturday night.
HELP YOU DOWN BY SUGGESTING SOMETHING GOOD
AND
Several specials are on tap for tomorrow. Keep your eye on page
THAT WILL APPEAL TO YOUR APPETITE.
three.
88
For a disordered Liver Zook's Little
!
!
Liver Pills are safe reliable remedy.
is more Biriking in your
What
1
1
1
2
2
:
Cans
:
:
Tomatoes,
$1.00
8 lbs. Root Vegetables.' Assorted,
bath room.
home than a beautiful
25c, 35c and 45c per doz.
13 Cans 10c Milk,
The right kind of plumbing always
$100
Oranges,
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply com
pany.
Convalescent
Himself
Hanged
wound
from a ghastly,
to his throat, Fred Lewis, yesterday
in St. Joseph's Hospital at Albuquer
que, succeeded in killing nimseit oj
How can you tell how old a meat EIGHT MEN INJURED BY
FALL OF MINE CAGE. hanging.
saw is?
When you are hesitating, call on j
Andrews, phone 4. He always has
(By Speclnl Lf aseil Wire to New Mexican) something up his sleeve that will
Danville, 111., Jan. 31. Eight men
can get it
were injured, four seriously, by the fill the bill and then you
and
baker
all
from
him,
butcher,
of
a
mine cage crowded with
falling
of
speSee
advertisement
grocer.
men going to work in the electric
week.
coal mine, six miles west of yjnvllle cials for this
Any intelligent person may earn a
JL
today. The cage dropped a distance
newsot about 200 feet. The engineer is good income corresponding for
unnecessary.
experience
papers;
said to have lost control of the
Send ttanip for full particulars. Empire Press Syndicate, Middleport, N
y.
Si ate of New Mexico, Office of the
A good hot water bottle is a daily
Treasurer, Santa Fe.
necessity. We have a big stock to
choose from Zook's.
January 29, 1912.
To the Holders of Certificates of CaThe advertisement of the Capital!
of course!
By finding the saus-agsual Indebtedness of the State of New City Dinir.g room found on page four; DARROW RELIES ON
TECHNICALITIES TO ESCAPE.
Mexico.
is a new one and if you are looking;
for a good place to eat, where you can
iou are nereDy notified that
the provisions of Sec. 17 of Chap. get good food properly prepared, we His Attorneys Are Preparing Demur-refe- r
You'll find the Sausage Here,
rers and Will Attack Both
127 of the Acts of the Legislative As
you to this advertisement.
Indictments.
of New MexPreventa- sembly of the State
"ATpTipnfitifl
t.iinn
O
WEJJIU
var.,..B
Kind You'll Like!
ico for the year 1909 that the certi
tive," pleasure to take, 25c and oOc.
ficates to be redeemed
was deter
(By Special I,easert Wire to New Mexican!
Bros. Co.
Los Angeles. Calif., Jan. 31. Tech- We Sell the Best Sausage mined by lot by the State Treasurer Butt
The advertisement of W. N. Town-sen- jnical motions attacking the two
a: his office on Monday the twenty
and Company will give you an
indictments on various grounds
ninth day of January, 1912, and such
these enterprising mer- will be made tomorrow on- behalf of
idea
what
certificates so to be redeemed
are
disA
chants are doing for the city.
Clarence S. Darrow, when the former
numbered as follows
02, 2C,
assortment of ladies dress chief counsel of the McNamarra brcth-- j
45, 3, 83, 5, 84, 79, 44, 66, 52, 31 play end
WE MAKE IT OURSELVES,
never been shown ers is
69, 23, 80, and 12. And which skirls such as have
arraigned before Presiding
Know It's Ingredients and Age, sriid certificates are known as certi in the city.
Judge George H. Hutton, of the Su-- j
ficates of Casual Indebtedness
ami
perior Court. Darrow said today that
bear interest at the rate of six per W. F. BUCK DIES
his attorneys were preparing a de--!
And
cent per annum, and dated March 1,
Two Good Second-hanSaddles and Bridles
They will also move to dis-- I
OF ACUTE TONSILITIS. rr.urrer.
miss the two indictments.
1!'09, and due Marxist, 1914. Twen"
"
Two
with
Reservoirs
Ranges
ty per cent of the issue being payable Head of Mechanical
of!
Department
One Second-hanby lot annually. And each being in
JAPS OBTAIN FISHING
Golden Oak
..
Buffet,
Fe Succumbs on Special
Santa
the amount of $500.00.
RIGHTS ON MEXICAN COAST.
From
Train
Albuquerque.
"
"
One
Combination Bookcase
You are further notified that each
ro
TTTre
New
and all of said numbered certificates! (By Special Leased
,Bv gnPcja T .eased Wire to New Mexican)
"
One "
Marble Top Cen. Table
San Bernardino, Calif, Jan. 31 W.
jigxico City, Jan. 31 The Japanese
and the interest thereon will be paid
deOne Typewriter Desk,
minister to Mexico says a group of
on the presentation and surender of F. Buck, head of the mechanical
One Roll Top Desk
Phone 92.
from
the
such certificates at the office of the partment of the Santa f e system, died Japanese have obtained
State Treasurer Santa Fe, New Mex- today on a special train that was rush-- Mexican government a concession to
ico, and that the interest thereon will ing him from Albuquerque, N. Mex., fish in a limited zone on the Pacific
WANTED Clean
cotton rags. cease on such above numbered cer- to Los Angeles, for treatment. He ccast, but as individuals and not as
four cents per pound New Mexican tificates thirty days from the date of had acute tonsilitis and died a few mo- - a syndicate. Similar concessions, he
office.
rnents before the train reached this declared,
to
have been
the first publication ot this notice.
granted
PHONE 56 BLACK, 5ANTA FE, N. M.
in
and British subjects
O. N. MARKON.
city. The remains will be sent to Chi- - j American
Try it! They always bring results,
C
New Mexican Want Ad.
State Treasurer. cago for interment.
(Lower California waters.
I
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What to Order for the Coming; Meal
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

25c

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4
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CreamsTartar
Baking Powder I
ll9JfflPmMl Made from Urapes I
A Pure,Grape
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GERMAN SQUADRON TO
VISIT AMERICAN SHORES.

j

n;.,

the

Emperor Is Taking Much Pride
Make Formal Call a No
table One,

i

d

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican J
Berlin, Jan. 31 A German squadron will almost certainly be sent to
American waters this year to return
the visit to Kiel, of the second division of the tnited States North Atlantic squadron. The matter, in which.
Emperor William displays great personal interest, has now been practically decided.
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Recommend It

Plaza Market Co.

j

1

j

All Go At Bargains

j
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FOR SALE.
The First National Bank of Santa
Fe offers for sale the building now
occupied by it as a banking house ,
possession given as soon as the ba: if
moves into its new Duilding.
Price, $15,000 $5,000 down, antt
balance in five annual payments ot
$2,000 each, secured by a mortgage
on the premises sold. Notes to be
given with interest at six per cent
per annum, payable
This offer will stand open ten days
from date. Santa Fe, N. M., January

I

semi-annuall-

24, 1912.
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GREEN TAG SALE

II

Thursday, Feb. 1st to
EVERY

ay, Feb. 12th

HSBEOmtPSiSSSESHH

STITCH

A

BARGAIN

W

ATCH OUT! for the GREEN TAG SALE and ret vour full share
j
of all the good clothes of Hart, Schaffner & Marx, the best line in
the City, best in the State and the very best in the country. Spring Cloth

ing is on the road, we need room, and this store does not deal in " Carry Overs." This is our
season for the sale. We have GREENTAGGED the garments that the great cut in price can be
at once. This is nothing but a fair, square, open and aboveboard Clearance Sale.

Early Buyers Will

Fare Best

$32.50 Suits
27.50 "
25.00 "
"
22.50

for $27.50 $27.50 Overcoats
it

22.00
20.00
17.50

$25.00 Raincoat

This Store is the Home of Bart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

25.00

,

ii
22.50
27.50 Raincoat
. for $20.00

NATHAJM

.

.

for $22.50
" 20.00
44

17.50

44

22.50

I

.

